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1.S IUT1ODUCTION

This document summarizes work performed by Delta Information

System, Inc. for the office of Technology and Standards

of the National Communications System, an organization of the

U.S. Government, under contract number DCA100-82-C-0072. The

Office of Technology and Standards, headed by National Communications

System Assistant Manager Marshall L. Cain, is responsible for the

management of the Federal Telecommunications Standards Program,

which develops telecommunication standards whose use is mandatory

by all Federal agencies.

A very adtive on-going standardization endeavor is the

development of Federal Standards relating to digital facsimile.

Federal Standards 1062 and 1063 pertaining to Group 3 facsimile

equipment have recently been promulgated. Standards for Group

4 facsimile transmission over Public Data Networks (PDN) are now

under development. Some PDN's (e.g., packet switching) have

been designed primarily for the communication of short bursty

messages (typically 1,000 - 2,000 bits per message) between

computers and data terminals. The typical length of a Group 4

facsimile message is forecast to be very long - typically

500,000 (compressed data) bits per message. There is serious

concern that PDN's of this type may not handle facsimile traffic

very efficiently.

The purpose of this study is to project the near term

characteristics of public data networks and Group 4 facsimile

systems, and estimate the efficiency with which Group 4 messages

-=; i-1



will be transmitted over various types of data networks (e.g.

packet switched, circuit switched# and the public switched

telephone network)

Work on this contract was divided into the three tasks

which are listed below.

Task 1 Data Network Analysis/Proiection

The characteristics of the following three types of data

networks were analyzed and projected.

- Packet switched networks (e.g. Telenet, Tyment)

- Circuit switched data networks (e.g., Circuit Switched

Data Capability)

- Public Switched Telephone Network

Task 2-Group 4 Facsimile Analysis/Projection

The present status of Group 4 facsimile and its technical

characteristics in the near term were analyzed and projected.

The following parameters were examined.

- Modes of operation

- Communication protocol

- Coding and compression

- Group 4 terminal structure

Task 3 - Throughout Analysis

Hypothetical networks were constructed consisting of the

projected characteristics of Group 4 facsimile equipment

transmitting over the three different types of baseline data

networks (e.g.# packet switched, circuit switchedg and PSTN).

The efficiency with which the facsimile data is handled by the

1-2
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representative data networks has been estimated.

The work performed on the three tasks listed above is

described in sections 2.0, 3.0, and 4.0 respectively. Section

5.0 contains summary and concluding remarks.

1-3



2.0 Task 1 - Data Network Analysis/Projection

The purpose of task 1 is to "analyze and project the

characteristics of the following three types of communication

networks*,

- Packet switched data network (PSDN)

- Circuit switched data network (CSDN)

- Public switched telephone network (PSTNJ

Each of these networks is separately discussed in the following

sections.

2.1 Packet Switched Data Networks (PSDN)

The CCITT has developed recommendation x.25 to define the

"interface between data terminal equipment (DTE) and data

circuit terminating equipment (DCE) for terminals operating in

the packet mod* on public data networks." The x.25 recommendation

specifies OSY layers 1, 2, and 3 for transmission over Packet

Switched Data Networks (PSDN). Figure 2-1 illustrates the

three functional lev&ls of the x.25 recommendation. Figure 2-2

is a list of the large number of packet switched data networks

which are operational around the world.

During the course of this task many phone conversations and

trips were held with personnel associated with packet switched

data networks. Based upon these communications the parameters

of a baseline PSDN are listed in Table 2-1. The only parameter

in this table which may require clarification is the term

2-1
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Figure 2-2

INTERMA'ONAL DESTINMIONS AND TARIFFS

,-. M TA5UMM €oWA TD*W5€OONUIWW 6K~~mWun0 Ounw bwoan

Qp (u (01Dr (w

'Australia Austpac Not yet available Japan DDX-P 1O.Op 4.Op* Austraia Midas Not yet available Luxembourg Euronet 2.2p 12p

* Austria Radio Austria Not yet available Netherlands Euronet 2.2p 1.2p
Begiun Euronet 2.2p 1.2p "Netherlands Datanet 1 Not yet available
Belgium DCS Not yet available *New Zealand Oasis Not yet available
Canada Datapac 8p 3p "Norway Norpak Not yet available
-Canada Globedat 8p 3p Portugal 2.2p 12p
Canada Infoswitch 8p 3p Singapore Telepac 10.Op 4.0p

Denmark Euronet 2.2p 12P "South Africa Saponet Not yet available
Federal Republic' Spain NTID 2.2P 1.2P
of Genmany Datex-P 2p 12p Sweden Telepak 22p 1.2p
Federal Republic. Switzerland Data-Unk 2.2p 12p
of Germany Euronet 2.2p 1.2p Switzerland Euronet 2.2p 12p
Finland Finnpak 2.2p 12p "Switzeland Telepac Not yet available
France Transpac 2.2p 1.2p USA IT-UDTS 8p 3p
French Antilles 1O.Op 4.Op USA RCA-LSDS 8p 3p
Hong Kong IDAS Not yet available USA Telenet 8p 3p
Irish Republic Euronet 2.2p 1.2p _ USA Tymnet 8p 3p
Italy Euronet 2.2p 12p USA WUI-DBS 8p 3p
Jaan Venus-P 1O.Op 4.0p

Data calls to the U.K. can also be made from:
Altbooet tM the date thi booklet welop. i.nf..mb Australia Bahrain Barbados Bermuda
SV13 a sbjet to f-Y=mOC wxd rvc =sd be modfed added to "Dubai Hong Kong Israel Japan (ICAS)

wWtbmwn. withou emhviul Dnde to subuenes
Or pm a i •New Zealand

Orpertof0nuwnts

s See ame~a
See not. oveuleaf
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Table 2-1

Assumptions for the BASELINE Packet Switched Data Network

Baseline
N Parameter Value

Length of facsimile message-btis 500,000

Local signalling rate - bits/sec 9,600

Network signalling rate - bits/sec 56,000

Local error rate 10-5

Network error rate 10-6

Local Propagation Delay - msec 1

Network Propagation Delay - msec 10

Processing Delay - msec 10

Number of nodes 5

Network Loading .8

Packet Size - bytes 128
4! Corresponding network window

Transport Block Size - bytes 512

Network Window 6

-2

.5

4.

2-4
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"network window". This parameter refers to the maximum number of

packets which may be transmitted into the PSDN at any time which

are not acknowledged. Figure 2-3 is a functional block

diagram of the baseline PSDN.

2-5
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2.2 Circuit Switched Data Network (CSDN)

AT&T is in the process of introducing a new CSDN which

is called the "Circuit Swtiched Digital Capability" (CSDC).

Although not presently offered, a development effort is well

under way and a significant portion of CSDC relies on existing

facilities. Information obtained to date, indicates CSDC will be

available on a limited basis in early 1984. It is particularly

pertinent to consider the CSDC for Group 4 facsimile because

the transmission bit rate is 56 KPS. This bit rate will permit

a typical page to be transmitted in approximately 9 seconds. This

page rate will make it possible for users to interchange pages

in real time.

CSDC will provide end-to-end full-duplex, 56 Kb/s, circuit-

switched, synchronous data over much of the existing Bell System

Network. Figure 2-4 illustrates the CSDC. The system relies on

% 2-wire local loop. The leading candidate approach is to time-

share the 2-wire path using rates slightly greater than 2 x

56 Kb/s.

Following is a listing of features for the CSDC.

Type Service: Alternate voice/data modes

Data Rate: 56 Kb/s (other rates may be available-9600 b/s initially)

Call Setup Procedure: Via Touch-Tone, a user dials a special

access code followed by the 7 (or 10) digit number of the called

party.

Local Loop: Present plan calls for removal of loading coils

plus some loop conditioning. Should permit operation to 18,000 ft.

2-7
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low Signal: Two schemes are proposed: The leading candidate

is a time multiplexed (TM) or burst mode at slightly higher

than 112 Kb/s. The second or hybrid scheme is full duplex

separation. Both approaches use bypolar AMI type signals.

Timing: The service will be synchronous. Timing is according

to the DDS nationwide synchronization system.

Signaling (2-wire): Conventional on/off-hook via open/closure.

Voice/data is via normal/reverse battery.

Error Performance: Simulation results indicate a BER of 10
-7

for 60% of the data/time; 10-6 for 95% of the data/time.

2-9
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2.3 Public Switched Telehone Network (PSTN)

The primary advantage of the PSTN over other networks

is that it is universally available virtually everywhere. The

* disadvantage is that it is designed to handle voice, not digital

data. This restricts the rate at which facsimile digital data

can be reliably transmitted.

It is likely that if Group 4 facsimile terminals transmit

over the PSTN they will use the same standard CCITT modems which

have been used so successfully in Group 3. The key characteristics

of these modems are summarized in Table 2-2.

The reader will note from the V.29 title that the CCITT

indicates the V.29 modem is to be used over "leased telephone-type

circuits". Nevertheless most Group 3 facsimile systems contain the

V.29 modem, and it is used quite successfully over the PSTN. It

is used with less success over the=European PSTN's because the

quality of the European PSTN's are of a slightly reduced quality

relative to those in the United States.

There are two parameters of the PSTN which are critical

determinants of the throughput for Group 4 facsimile - bit rate

and bit error rate. As indicated above it is very difficult to

accurately characterize the PSTN for these two parameters. The

performance of the PSTN varies over a wide range as a function of the

following parameters.

- Country: the performance of the PSTN in the U.S. is

typically superior to that in Europe.

- Location within country: the performance of the PSTN in

certain regions of the U.S is superior to that in other

F regions.

- 2-10
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Table 2-2

Standard CCITT Modems used for the PSTN

CCITT
Recomendation V.27 ter v.29

NO.

CCITT 4800/2400 bits per 9600 bits per second
Recommendation second modem standardized modem standardized f or

Title for use in the general use on point-to-point
switched telephone networ k 4 wire leased telephone-

type circuits

Modulation 4800bps- 8 phase DPSK 9600 bps; Combination
Technique ___________of 8 phase DPSK and

2400bps- 4 phase DPSK two level AM
7200 bps; Fallback;
8 phase DPSK

Carrier Preq. 1800 Hz 1700 Hz

Scrambler LNo yes

2-11
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- Distance: the performance for short local calls is

typically superior to that over longer distances

- Modem vendor: some modems perform better than others.

Based on the uncertainty of the above parameters the

PSTH Group 4 throughput analysis is best performed on a

parametric basis with the following range of parameters.

Bit rate - 9600 bps

Bit error rate - 10- 4 , 10- 5 , 10-6

2-12



3.0 Task 2 - Group 4 Facsimile Analysis/Projection

The objective of task 2 is to "analyze the present status

of Group 4 facsimile development and project its technical

characteristics in the near term". The work performed on

this task was divided into the four parts listed below and

discussed in Sections 3.1 through 3.4.

- Modes of Operation

- Communication protocol

- Coding and compression

- Group 4 terminal structure

3.1 Modes of Operation

The CCITT has developed draft recommendation T.a entitled

"Apparatus for Use in the Group 4 Facsimile Service." A copy

of this recommendation is included in Appendix A. This

document defines three classes of Group 4 service which are

summarized in Figure 3-1. This table shows that classes 2 and 3

are required to provide a TELETEX and Mixed Mode service as

well as basic facsimile service. For purposes of this study the

only service which will be considered is the conventional facsimile

service as defined in Class 1 in addition to the facsimile

service in modes 2 and 3.

Figure 3-1 also shows that all Group 4 facsimile equipments

must be able to transmit at 200 pals/inch in both the horizontal

and vertical direction. Class 2 and 3 equipment must also be able

to transmit/receive at 300 pels/inch. Additional transmission

options are 240 and 400 pals/inch.

3-1
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3.2 Communication Protocol

The CCITT has determined that the 7 layer OSI (Open System

-'I Interconnect) protocol which has been developed by the ISO

(International Standards Organization) will be used for Group 4

facsimile. Figure 3-2 is a tabulation of the seven Jayers along

with the designation of each layer, the applicable Group 4 CCITT

recommendation, and a description of the function of each layer.

As shown in Figure 3-2 the CCITT has established recommendation

S.70 entitled. "Network-Independent Basic Transport Service

for Teletexm for Group 4 facsimile layer number 4. As indicated

by the title of the recommendation this standard is applied to

both Teletex (communicating word processors) and Group 4 facsimile.

Recommendation S.70 outlines the protocol for G4 fax transmission

over the three different communication nebrks listed below.

- Packet switched data networks (PSDN)

- Circuit switched data networks (CSDN)

- Public switched telephone network (PSTN)

Figure 3-3 is taken from S.70 and shows the different CCITT

recommendations which exist for levels 1, 2 and 3 for the three

different communication networks. Note that levels 1 through 4

consist of protocols which insure reliable communication between

two users over any network or multi-network configuration.

Protocol levels 5, 6, and 7 are concerned with the data itself

and are independent of the communication process at the lower

levels.

Figure 3-4 illustrates the top 4 0SI levels emphasizing the

3..

li 3-3
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Figure 3-2

-''OSI CMTNICATI(NS PWMCOL FO GROUP 4 FACSIMILE

APPLICABLE
0SI LAMM GROUP 4 FULMON

A NAM CITTNO. FZCOMME*-
DATION

7 APPLICATION- T.a. User Application Process;
Defines a specific application; text editing,
payroll processing, electronic mail, information
retrieval; What the user is aware of; T.a.
defines parameters of scanner/reorder.

6 109 ATION T.b,6.a Data interpcetation, format, code transformation;
Peripheral device coding; character set
translation; information formatting- mrodification
of data layout, page rotation, B4/A4; encryption:
T.b defines coding technique: S.a defines
mixd mode protocol.

5 SESSION S.62 Logical linking of user processes; who talks
first, time, date, sumbcriber number; broadcast
control.

4 TRANSP S.70 Assures end-to-end data integrity and provides
for the required quality of service for exchanged
information; synchronization, control, multi-
plexing, reestablishment under error conditions.

3 NET'ORJK X.25 Controls the addressing, switching, and routing
of the information to establish a virtual circuit
connection; defines packet formats and control

_ _ _ procedures; flow control.

2 LINK HOW LAP The link access procedure for reliable data
interchange across the link between the DTE and
the data network; error handling; flow control;
e.g. "rcvr ready", "rcvr not ready"; establish,
maintain, and release data links.

1 PHYSICAL X.21 The physical, electrical, functional,, and
RS449 procedural characteristics to establish,
RS232 maintain, and disconnect the physical link

between the DTE and the network.

9i' 3-4



END-USER Application
layer

(layer 7)

S.a Mixed Mode Presentation
S.61 Text DOCUMENT STRUCTURE layer
T.a Facsimile (layer 6)

Establishment & Release, token management I Session
Structure into dialog units, Sync & Resync J layerS.62 Simplex, half duplex, duplex l(layer 5)

End-to-End Transport Transport
S.70 Segmenting layer

(layer 4)

4! 1
X.25 X.21 Telephone + Network

call procedure call procedure X.25 call proc. layer
IX X.25

data transfer NULL data transfer (layer 3)

2 SYN. CHAR. X.75 Link layer

LAPB/X.75 or (layer .,
X.75 LAPX

X.21 bis e.g.V.24 layer

or X.21 bis Dr X.22 (layer 1)

PSDN CSDN PSTII

Figure 3-3 Group 4 FAX Protocol Structure

3-5
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TELETEX I GROUP 4
FACSIMILF 

APPLICATION

LAYER
TERMINAL TERMINAL

S.60 T.a LEVEL 7
EQUIPMENT EQUIPMENT

.4 I
CHARACTER

REPETOIRE, T.b FACSIMILE
S.61 CODING, CODING/

CONTROL CONTROL

I - PRE-

MIXED I SENTATION

MODE I ILAYER
Ii LEVEL

PRESENTATION CONTROL PROCEDURES FOR 6
TTX S~a TELEMATIC SERVICES

MIXED MODE: DOCUMENT STRUCTURE/ PRESENTATION/ CONTROL

S,62 ESTABLISHMENT & RELEASE, TOKEN MANAGEMENT I
STRUCTURE INTO DIALOG UNITS, SYNC & RESYNC SESSION
SIMPLEX, HALF DUPLEX, DUPLEX LAYER

ILEVEL
'5

S.70 END-TO-END TRANSPORT ITRANSPORT
SEGMENTING ILAYER

LEVEL
I 4

FRAMEWORK OF CCITT RECOMMENDATIONS
FOR GROUP 4 FACSIMILE APPARATUS

FIGURE 3-Li
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relationship between the Teletex and Group 4 services. Note that

S.a is the key r.ecommendation for mixed mode operation, and this

standard has not yet been finalized.

3.3 Coding and Compression

As explained above the CCITT has developed Recommendation

T.b, entitled "Facsimile Coding Schemes and Coding Control

Functions for Group 4 Apparatus" to implement a portion of the

OSI layer 6 functions (see Figure 3-4). Recommendation T.b is

included in Appendix B. This recommendation specifies the

compression algorithm to be used for Group 4 facsimile. The G4

. algorithm is an extension of the Modified READ Code (MRC) which is the

optional code for Grbup 3 facsimile. We will define the Group 4

coding technique to be the Extended Modified READ Code (EMRC).

The essential differences between the G3 Modified READ

code (MRC) and the EMRC are summarized below.

G3MV G4 EMRC
Parameter

K-Factor K=2 (std. res) K=
-. K=4 (high res)

Line Synchronization EOL Code - None
Code Word + Tag

Fill bits Variable length None
per line string of "o"s

,3-7
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Delta Information Systems performed a contract for the

U.S. Government (Contract DCAI00-81-C-0042) to measure the

*compression ratio for the EMRC algorithm. The compression

was measured for standard CCITT documents numbered 1, 5, and 7

(see Figure 3-5, 3-6, and 3-7 respectively). The 3 documents

were scanned at five resolutions (200, 240, 300 400, 480 pels/inch)

and the EMRC compression was measured for the 3 documents at the

5 resolutions. The compressed bits/page are summarized in

Table 3-1. Figure 3-8 shows this same data where the compressed

bits are plotted as a function of resolution. Figure 3-9 shows

this same data where the compresssion ratio is plotted as a

* function of resolution.

One of the most important questions to be answered before

a meaningful throughput analysis can be performed is "How many

bits will there be in the typical G4 facsimile message?" To

A. answer this question the reader is referred to Figure 3-8.

It is assumed that 300 pels/inch is a representative

resolution for Group 4 facsimile since it splits the extremes of

200 and 400 pels/inch. Since the number of bits/page for the

average of the three documents is approximately 500,000 bits this

figure was selected to represent the typical G4 fax message.

A.

3-8
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THE S.EREXE COMPANY LIMITED
SAPOM LANE. .OOLE - DORSET. M2 IX8ER

TutWum mesa (946 13) 51617 - .m 123M

N

Our Ref. 350/PJC/EAC 18th January, 1972.

Dr. P.N. Cundall,
Mining Surveys Ltd.,
Holroyd Road,
leading,
Barks.

Dear Pete,

Permit me to introduce .you to the facility of facsimile
transmission.

In facsimile a photocell is caused to perform a raster scan over
the subject copy. The variations of print density on the document
cause the photocell to generate an analogous electrical video signal.
This signal is used to modulate a carrier, which is transmitted to a
remote destination over a radio or cable cominmicationa link.

At the remote terminal, demodulation reconstructs the video
signal, which is used to modulate the density of print produced by a
printing device. This device is scanning in a raster scan synchronixed
with that at the transmitting terminal. As a result, a facsimile
copy of the subject document is produced.

Probably you have uses for this facility in your organisation.

Yours sincerely,

P.J. CROSS
CGroup Leader- Facsimile Research

~Figure 3-5 CCITT Document No. 1

'.. " ' " ".. - ..-- - .-
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TABLE 3-1
Compressed BITS/PAGE

MODREAD Coding

CCITT 1 5 7 1,5,7
DOC. No

T CHART

RESOLT glish French Kauji Avg.
ipi I Legibility tAtter Journal Text CCIT

Documents

2001pi 1,13.952 132,034 229,204 531,754 297,664

240 2,170,245 156,880 273,026 628,793 352,899

300 3,148,214 197,476 350,538 798,924 448,979

400 4,476,99e 272,312 468,005 1,041,862 594,059

480 5,264v170 326,473 570,302 1,262,734 719,836
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3.4 Group 4 Terminal Structure

Figure 3-10 is a functional block diagram of a Group 4

facsimile terminal. It shows how the typical terminal would

be microprocessor controlled and how the functions are divided

between the seven OSI layers. It is likely that layers 1, 2,

and 3 would be implemented largely with LSI hardware. Layers

4 and 5 could be largely software. -In high speed systems the

compression/decompression in layer 6 could be hardware. Of

course the scanner/printer in layer 7 is hardware.

Figure 3-11 is a more detailed functional block diagram of

the network-dependent part of the Group 4 facsimile terminal.

It shows the details of the implementation for the three types

of communication networks.
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4. Task 3 - Throughput Analysis

4.1 Packet Switched Data Network (PSDN)

4.1.1 Methodology

Throughput for Group 4 Facsimile will be measured as the length of

time required to transmit a typical page of facsimile. It includes the

- time to set up higher protocol levels. In some cases, the higher levels

do not have to be set up for each page of a multi-page transmission, so

the throughput overstates the time required to transmit multiple pages

to a single destination. There are a large number of system parameters

that can affect Group 4 Throughput. In order to keep the analysis to

manageable proportions, a baseline set of system parameters will be

used. All but one of the baseline parameters will be held constant

while the one parameter will be varied to demonstrate the sensitivity of

the throughput to each parameter value.

4.1.2 Assumptions

The assumed parameters to be used in the analysis are summarized in

Table 4-1, and are discussed in the following sections.

44%-
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Table 4-1

Assumptions for the BASELINE Packet Switched Data Network

Baseline

Parameter Value

Length of facsimile message-bits 500,000

Local signalling rate-bits/sec 9,600

Network signalling rate-bits/sec 56,000

Local error rate 10- 5

Network error rate 10- 6

'Local Propagation Delay-msec 1

Network Propagation Delay-msec 10

Processing Delay-msec 10

Number of Nodes 5

Network Loading 0.8

Packet Size-bytes 128

Transport Block Size-bytes 512

Network Window 6

4.1.2.1 Length of Facsimile Message

The uncompressed image for Class 1 and a North American page format

requires 3,740,000 bits. It is assumed that the length of the facsimile

message, as encoded by Modified READ II code, is 500,000 bits. This

implies a compression of 7.48:1. While 500,000 will be used as an

average number of bits per page, for fixed data blocks it will be

assumed that an average of an additional one-half data block must always

be sent regardless of the exact number of data blocks in 500,000 bits.

a.4
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Alternate values of 300,000, 400,000, 600,000, and 700,000 bits per

page will be used. See Figure 3-8 for the number of bits per page as a

function of resolution.

4.1.2.2 Signalling Rates

The Group 4 equipment is connected to the PSDN by means of a

-relatively slow local circuit, which runs at 9600 bits/sec. Of course

this local circuit would apply to both source and sink terminals.

Between the nodes of the network, transmission takes place 56,000 bits

per second.

4.1.2.3 Raw Error Rates

• 'The errors on all circuits are assumed to be random in nature. The

* error rate on the local circuits is 10- , while on the network circuits

it is 10- 6 .

- Alternate error rates of 10 and 10 will be used for the local

links, and 10- 5 and 10- 7 for the network links.
4-,

4.1.2.4 Propagation Delays
, *%

Delays occur because of the finite velocity of propagation. In

free space, the delay is about 5 microseconds per mile, while over wires
-. 3

" 10 microseconds per mile or more may be more realistic. For each local

link, which will be relatively short, a one-way delay of 1 millisecond

.- can be assumed. For node-to-node links where the distances could be

much longer, a delay of 10 milliseconds will be used. Of course, if

satellites are used for node-to-node transmission, a delay of 250

milliseconds or more would be experienced. This will not be used for

4-3
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- the baseline system but will be used as an alternative.

, 4.1.2.5 Processing Delays

,

SAt each node, after the entire packet has beert received, a certain
~amount of computer processing must take place before the packet is ready

to be placed in a transmission queue. The processing that must take

place includes looking up the proper routing and changing the Logical
Channel Number, and producing an appropriate ACK to be sent to the

sender. It is assing delay of 1 milliseconds will

be experienced at each node, and at the sink Group 4 equipment.

4.1.2.6 Number of Nodes

amoIt is assumed that the average message passes through 5 nodes,

'iwhich seems to be typical for TELENET. Therefore the baseline

transmission will take place over the network shown in Figure 4-1

i Alternate numbers of nodes of 1, 2, 3, 8, and 10 will be
~considered.

~4.1.2.7 Network Loading

~Because of other users of the network, packets will form into

aqueues at the nodes, awaiting transmission to another node The loading

. of the circuit is assumed to be 0.8, with all other packets of the samelength and priority as the facsimile data packet. It is assumed that

¢ each Group 4 equipment is the only one on its circuit, and that it is

endedicated to transmission or reception, so that no queues will form for
eptransmission to or from a Group 4 equipment.

Alternate loadings of 0, 0.5, 0.9, and 0.95 will be used.

44-4
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4.1.2.8 Windows

4The window is the number of data packets that may be outstanding

from a source, without an acknowledgement being received. Windows are

used to control the rate of flow of data into the network. Flow control

-. can exist at the link and network levels. At the link level, it is

assumed that the window is large enough not to slow the flow of data at

all. At the network level, it is assumed that the window is large

-i enough not to slow the data flow significantly when the network loading

is light.

Note that the window is something that is arrived at by negotiation

of the user and the network operator. A large window can yield a high

throughput for the user. To the network operator, however, this means

that the user has the capability to cause network congestion, and

therefore the user must pay more for the capability. Unless restricted

by the window, a single user in the baseline system will have the

capability to use 17 percent of the network link capacity.

4.1.2.9 Packet Size

The current TELENET system uses a packet size of 128 bytes of user

data. While larger sizes may be permitted in the future, the baseline

-.. assumption will be 128 bytes per packet.

Alternate packet sizes of 256 and 512 bytes will be considered.

4-6
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4.1.3 Baseline Throughput Calculations

The average time required to transmit an entire facsimile page,

from the initiation of transmission until the final acknowledgement and

tear-down of the virtual circuit, will be calculated using the baseline

parameters from Table 4-1. The calculation of the overhead, and the

time required for it, will progress from the lowest protocol levels to

the highest. The various protocol levels are displayed in Figure 3-3.

A given protocol may add overhead to the basic FAX signal in many

ways. The addition of sync codes or other header information is an

obvious example. In addition, there may be bits used for error control,

and the retransmissions required when errors are detected but not

corrected. When a unique sync pattern is used to indicate the end of a

data block, bits may have to be stuffed into the data stream to prevent

the inadvertant occurrance of the sync pattern. Where data blocks have

a fixed length, the actual length of the data stream may not require an

exact number of blocks. The unused portion of the last data block is a

form of overhead.

If two Group 4 machines were connected back-to-back, and the

transmission rate was 9600 bits/sec, then the total transmision time

would be 500,000/960 - 52.08 seconds. This is the basic time required

for transmission, without any overhead from the various protocols

involved in transmission. To this time must be added the overhead from

each of the protocol levels.

4-7



4.1.3.1 Physical/Modem Overhead

There is no overhead at this level that contributes to message

throughput.

4.1.3.2 Link Overhead

The Link Level is defined in X.25 and X.75. The format of the link

message is shown in Table 4-2.
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Table 4-2

LINK OVERHEAD

8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 Order of Transmission

2 l910 0 0 li ADDRESS
"1 4:1 i i T[T 1T Si FLAG

3 N(R) P/F N(S) f0 CONTROL

4

5 NETWORK

6 HEADER

7

8'

USER DATA BIT

128 bytes max STUFFING

Z

135

'A 136 FRAME CHECK

137 SEQUENCE

13 11 0 FLAG

The first byte is a flag containing a unique sequence of six one's,

**5;*: which syncronizes the receiver. The second byte is an address on the

local circuit. Although it uses an entire byte, it can have only two

values 00000001 or 00000011, depending on whether it is a command or

response, and which of the two units originated it. The third byte is a

control field. The 3-bit N(S) value is a serial number for the

transmitted packet that is expressed module 8. The 3-bit N(R) is the

4-9
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last serial number received in the other direction. The P/F bit

(Poll/Final) is normally 0, unless the packet in question is being

retransmitted because of an error. The first bit of the byte is 0 for a

data packet, but is 1 for supervisory frames, such as a pure

acknowledgement.

The link level header is followed by the network level header,

which is described in Section 4.1.3.3.1, and which uses 4 bytes. This

is followed by up to 128 bytes of user data, which includes higher level

overhead. After the user data is the Frame Check Sequence (FCS), which

is used to detect, but not correct, transmission errors. This uses 2

bytes. Finally, the packet is ended by another flag, which locates the

FCS for the receiver. If the data is continuous, the last flag is not

needed, since it is replaced by the first flag of the next packet.

4.1.3.2.1 Stuffing Bits

In order to preserve the uniqueness of the flag, the transmitter

* must monitor all the bits sent between the flags. If it detects 5

consecutive ones it automatically stuffs a zero in order to avoid 6

consecutive ones. The receiver deletes a zero following 5 consecutive

ones to recover the original data. For random data, the average number

of stuffing bits is given by:

e L

a. 2N_2
where L is the number of bits between flags (L>>N), and N is the number

of successive ones in the flag. This is derived in Appendix C. Here

N-6, so the average number of stuffing bits is L. For the full

128-byte data packet L=8(128+8)-1088, so 1088/62-18 stuffing bits will

be used for each data packet. Since there are 500 000-48 packets in

4-10
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the, transmission, the stuffing bits add 18.48 92 seconds to the

transmission time.

4.1.3.2.2 Source Error Retransmission

Packets for which the FCS is in error are discarded by the

4. receiver, without notifying the transmitter. However, when the next

packet is received, it will not have the correct serial number, N(S).

This will cause the receiver to issue a REJ command to the sender,

indicating the serial number of the last packet received correctly. The

transmitter must go back and retransmit all packets after the last one

acknowledged, in their correct order.

A data packet contains 138 bytes, or 8 x 138 = 1,104 bits, plus 18

stuffing bits, for a total of 1,122 bits. With the assumed bit error

rate of Ig-5, the probability of at least one error in a packet is

approximately:

1,122 x 10- 5 = 0.01122

Neglecting higher levels of protocol, the total number of data packets

in a transmission is 489. Therefore the expected number of data packets

received in error is: .01122 x 489 - 5.49. The total time required to

transmit a data packet is
1122

0.117 sec. = 117 msec.

Now assume that packet 1 is transmitted correctly, and that packet 2 is

received in error and discarded. Then packet 3 is transmitted

correctly, and following 10 msecs processing delay a REJ command is

issued to the transmitter. The REJ command is much shorter than a data

packet. However, by this time packet 4 is already being transmitted.

After packet 3 has been transmitted, the delay before the REJ is

4-11
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received can be calculated as:

msec

. Propagation delay, 2-way 2xl 2

Processing at node 10
Transmission of ACK - 6 bytes 5

17 msec

This represents 17/117-0.145 of a data packet. When REJ is received,

packets 2, 3, and 4 are retransmitted. Assuming that the transmission

of packet 4 can be interrupted, 2.145 data packets were transmitted that

will be retransmitted. Therefore a total of 5.49 x 2.145 a 12

additional packets must be transmitted because of local link errors, or

a total of 489+12-501 packets. The 12 additional packets add

12 x 0.117 - 1.40 seconds to the total transmission time.

The effect of errors on the ACK's is somewhat different. First,

the ACK packets are considerably shorter, and therefore have a smaller

chance of being in error, assuming that there is no flow of data to the

sending Group 4 equipment. Second, if an ACK is discarded because of a

transmission error, the only effect is to increase the number of packets

outstanding. If the link window does not stop transmission, the next

ACK will acknowledge two packets and no retransmission is required.

Only if a number of ACK's in a row are lost will there be any impact on

throughput, providing the link window is large enough (say 3 or more).

4.1.3.2.3 Sink Error Retransmission

Errors will also be made on the local link to the sink Group 4

equipment. These will cause a queue to form at the last node, and may

4 -12



cause a delay in delivering the last packet. However, delays on this

circuit may be offset by delays on the source local circuit, caused by

• transmission errors or window requirements. For example, a net delay is

improbable if the last error on the sink local link occurs before errors
on the source local link. The delay incurred for each error is

2.145 x 117 - 251 msec. This delay will occur if one sink error occurs

after the last source error. This will happen with probability 1/2, for

an average delay of one msec. A larger sequence of sink delays will

occur with lower probabilities, as shown in Table 4-3.

Table 4-3

Calculation of Sink Error Retransmission Delay

last N Delay Prob. msec

1 251 1/2 125

2 502 1/4 125

3 753 1/8 94

4 1004 1/16 63

5 1255 1/32 39

6 1506 1/64 24

7 1757 1/128 14
4

8 2008 1/256 8

9 2259 1/512 4

10 2510 1/1024 2

498 = 0.50 sec.

The summed average delay amounts to 0.50 seconds.

There is an interaction between the sink errors and the window

delays. A stoppage of transmission due to window limits after the last

sink error will reduce the effect of the error. On the other hand, a

4-13
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packet that had to be retransmitted due to a sink error has a much

higher probability of exceeding the window, due to the increased delay.

Therefore the 0.5 second time is only a rough estimate of the additional

transmission time required due to errors on the sink local circuit.

4.1.3.2.4 Set-a Link

This link is set up by the transmission of a supervisory message,

and the receipt of its acknowledgement. Each message requires only 6

bytes, so it takes only

6x8
vm 5 msec

to transmit each message, or a total of 10 msec. To this must be added

the two-way propagation delay, 2 msec, and the processing time, 10 msec.

4i This gives a total of 22 msec to set up the link, so 0.02 sec must be

added to the total transmission time.

4.1.3.3 Network (Packet) Overhead

The Network header format, which requires 4 bytes, is shown in

Table 4-4.

.4.
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Table 4-4

NETWORK HEADER

8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

4 0 " i 1  01 Logical
5 Channel Number

6 P(S) 10
7 P(R) M

In byte 4, bit 8 indicates that the packet contains data, bit 7

indicates that end-to-end ACK is required, and bits 5 and 6 shows that

an extended numbering scheme is in use. The extended numbering requires

an extra byte per packet, but increases the numbering from modulo 8 to

modulo 128, thereby allowing a larger network window. The Logical

Channel Number (LCN) is used for each link to identify the virtual

circuit that has been set up for this transmission. P(S) and P(R) are

packet serial numbers that are used in a similar way to the link serial

numbers. However, here their main function is flow control, not error

control. The M bit is normally zero. The last packet has M=l, which

indicates that the virtual circuit is to be torn down.

4.1.3.3.1 Network Header

There are 4 network header bytes in each packet. Since there are

489 packets in a message, the additional transmission time is given by

* 4x8x489
1.63 seconds

4.1.3.3.1 Halts Due to Window

The time required to transmit a data packet from one node to

another at 56Kbps is
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1,122
56,000=20 msec.

The time for an ACK (RR) packet (80 bits) is 1 msec. The total time

required to transmit a data packet and receive an ACK, neglecting

queues, can be calculated as follows:

ms_ec

Local Transmission of data packet 2x117 msec 234

Network Transmission of data packet 4x20 msec 80

Local Transmission of RR 2x8 msec 16

Network Transmission of RR 4xl msec 4

Local propagation delay 4xl msec 4

Network propagation delay 8x10 msec 80

Processing delay llxl msec 110

(5 nodes twice plus Group 4)

528 msec

During this time about 4.5 packets will have been transmitted.

Therefore a window of at least 5 is required if the data flow is not to

be restricted in an idle network.

At each node the packet experiences an average delay due to the

transmission queue. For a fixed packet transmission time, this average.%4

delay is:
/t 5

where ( is the network loading, and ts  is the time required to transmit

a packet. For o-0.8 and ts=20 msec, the mean queue delay at each node

is 40 msec. This delay is in addition to the time required to actually

transmit the packet.

Since the data packet experiences a queue at 4 nodes, and the ACK
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also experiences delays at 4 nodes, the total average delay due to

congestion is m-8x4g-320 msec.

However, in addition to experiencing an average delay at each node,

there is a variation of this delay owing to the random nature of the

queue, even with fixed service times. The variance of the time spent

-waiting in a transmission queue is given by!/:

rw

For ts= 20 msec and p=0.8, the variance is 2133.33 (msec) 2

Because the nodes are assumed to be identical, but statistically

independent, the variance also adds, and even for a relatively small

number of nodes the delay distribution will be approximately normal,

because of the Central Limit Theorem. Since the normal distribution is

completely defined by its mean and variance, higher order moments are

not required. The total variance is therefore 8x2133.3317067 (msec)2

which gives a standard deviation of r=(17067) I/2 = 131 msec.

The source must halt transmission if the window is exceeded. The

effect of queue delays that are longer or shorter than the average delay

on halt times will be considered. A delay longer than average could

cause the window to halt transmission. This stoppage of transmission is

not compensated for by a shorter than average delay since there is a

1/ Martin, James, Systems Analysis for Data Transmission, Prentice-Hall,
Englewood Cliffs NJ, 1972, p. 472.
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limit on the transmission rate. Let u's first assume that there is no

halt time due to the window for all packets but the one under

consideration. Then the expected halt time of that packet is given by

H-O F(w) where F(w) J (t-w)p(t)dt and p(t) is the normal density

function,

p(t) - (27)-1/2 exp (-t2/2)

Now w is the difference between the time required to transmit W packets

and the average delay in receiving the ACK, expressed in units of a.

Therefore

where L is the packet transmission time. As shown in Appendix D

F(w)-p(w)-wQ(w) (a)

where Q(w)=l-P(w)-j(t)dt is a tabulated function2/ . F(w) has been

calculated, and is plotted in Figure 4-2..

Since F(O)-0.4, even if the average packet ACK makes it back to the

source before the expiration of the window, an average halt time of

0.4x130.64-52.26 msec will occur for each packet. Since there are 489

packets in the transmission, the total delay due to the window would be

5. 489x52.26 msec-25.55 sec. Because of this large delay, it is important

to have a window that is substantially longer than the average

• .round-trip delay.

. However, because the packets immediately prior to the one under

consideration may have been halted, a longer time is available between

the time the original packet was transmitted and the (W+l)st packet can

2/ National Bureau of Standards, Handbook of Mathematical Functons, AMS
* ~~5, p931- _
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be transmitted. In between, W-1 packets could have been halted, so the

time is increased by an average of (W-l)H. Therefore w is given by:

w WL+(W-l)H-m
C- (b)

Since w is required in Equation (a) to calculate F(w), which then gives

the average halt time H, an assumption must be made for the value of H

which is then used in Equation (b) to calculate a trial w. The trial w

is then used in Equation (a) to calculate H. The value of H from

Equation (a) is compared with the assumed H, and the assumed value of H

is adjusted until it agrees with the result from Equation (a). This

iterative process has been performed and the results expressed in Table

4-5 and plotted in Figure 4-3. These calculations have been checked by

means of a simulation run on a digital computer, and the results

*- compared in Figure 4-4. Note that the simulation gives slightly larger

values for H than the calculations. One reason for this is that the

variance of the halt time was neglected. This will add to the total

variance and slightly increase the average halt time.

4.1.3.3.3 Link Errors

Errors on the network links should not have much influence on

throughput. First, the raw error rate is an order of magnitude lower

than the local link error rate, so proportionately fewer packets will

have errors. Less than one data packet in the entire message is

expected to be in error over a given network link. Even when a packet

is in error, the time required to detect the error and retransmit the

packet (60 msec) is shorter than the time it takes to generate a packet

at the source (117 msec), so packets will not get out of order because

of errors. This is especially true if retransmitted packets are given

priority in the transmission queue. Only if an error packet coincides
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Table 4-5

Average Packet Halt Time (msec)

Network Loading

Windowl .5 1 .8 .9 .95

2 187 307 508 913

3 86 168 306 582

4 37 101 207 419

5 10.0 61 148 322

6 .20 36 109 256

7 20 82 209

- 8 8.5 61 173

9 2.4 45 146

10 .28 33 124

11 .014 23 106

12 15.5 90

13 9.6 77

14 5.3 66

15 2.4 56

16 .9 48

17 41

18 34

19 29

20 24

25 6.7

30_ .6
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with long queue delays that exceed the window would network errors

affect throughput.

4.1.3.3.4 Set-UP Network

Before data packets can be transmitted, a virtual circuit must be
.;.., set up between source and sink Group 4 equipments. This is done by the

source sending a Call Request packet to the sink, and the sink

responding with a Call Connected packet. Each of the packets contains,

in addition to the usual overhead, the called and calling addresses, the

Network Utilities, and the User Facilities. These packets will be

shorter than the data packets, perhaps 25 bytes, or 200 bits. This will

take 21 msec to transmit locally and 4 msec in the network. The time

delay calculation is similar to before, except for the transmission

time.

msec.

Local Transmission of packets 4x21 msec 84

Network Transmission of packets 8x4 msec 32

Local propagation delay 4xl msec 4
S.

Network propagation delay 8x10 msec 80

Processing Delay llxlG msec 110

Queues 8x4O msec 320

,.. 630 msec

V-.. Therefore setting up the virtual circuit requires 0.63 sec, which must

be added to the total transmission time.

4.1.3.3.5 Final ACK

After the last packet has been transmitted by the source Group 4

equipment, it must wait for the ACK from the sink Group 4 equipment

4-24
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before it can tear down the virtual circuit and start the next

transmission. The ACK consists of 10 bytes, and requires 8msec for

local transmission, and 1 msec for network transmission. The delay can

be calculated as follows:

msec

Local Transmission of packet (at sink) lx117 msec 117

Local Transmission of ACK 2x8 msec 16

Network transmission of packet 4x20 msec 80

Network transmission of ACK 4xl msec 4

Processing delay lxiG msec 110

Local propagation delay 4xl msec 4

Network propagation delay 8x10 msec 80

Queues 8x40 msec 320

731 msec

Therefore 0.73 sec must be added to the total transmission time.

4.1.3.4 Transport Overhead

The Transport Level is defined by S.70. There are three factors to

consider in determining Transport Level overhead. They are: 1) The time

required to set up (or tear down) a transport level connection before

data is transmitted. 2) The length of the header that must be

transmitted with each Transport Level block. 3) The extra bits that

must be transmitted at the end of the message because the Transport

blocks have a fixed length.

4.1.3.4.1 Transport Set-ME

The Transport Connection Request (TCR) is sent from the source

Group 4 equipment to establish the Transport connection. The sink
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replies with a Transport Connection Accepted (TCA) message. The format

of the TCR message is shown in Table 4-6.

Table 4-6

TRANSPORT CONNECTION REQUEST (TCR)

8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 Order of Transmission

1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 LENGTH INDICATOR -9

2 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 BLOCK TYPE-TCR

3 DESTINATION REFERENCE

4 (blank in TCR)

5 SOURCE REFERENCE

6
r !5

7 0 0 0 0 BLANK

8 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 PARAMETER TYPE CODE

9 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 PARAMETER LI-1

10 0 0 0; 0 1 i 0 0 1 TDT SIZE -512 bytes

It requires 10 bytes. The TCA is similar, except that the block

type is coded 11010000. The TCR and TCA establish the fixed block size

for subsequent transmission of data. Adding the 10 bytes for the

Transport message to the 10 bytes required in each packet, gives a total

of 20 bytes. The transmission time will be 17 msec over local links,

and 3 msec over network links. Therefore, the total time to establish

the transport connection can be calculated as:

44
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msec

Local Transmission of packets 4xl7 msec 68

Network Transmission of packets 8x3 msec 24

Local propagation delay 4xl msec 4

Network propagation delay 8x10 msec 8e

Processing delay llxlO msec 110

Queues 8x40 msec 320

606 msec

Therefore 0.61 sec must be added to the total transmission time.

The transport level is torn down by simply setting the Transport

Service Data Unit (TSDU) bit in the header of the last block (see Table

4-7), so no additional overhead is required.

42
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Table 4-7

TRANSPORT DATA BLOCK (TDT)

8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 Order of Transmission

1 .10 0 0 i 0 0 1 0 LENGTH INDICATOR -2

2 1 1 1 1 0 0 0. 0 BLOCK TYPE -TDT

3 0 0 0 0 0 0

4 I

TSDU

end
_'4

'SESSION DATA

512

4.1.3.4.2 Transport Header

The data itself is sent in Transport Data (TDT) blocks, which have

a 3-byte header as shown in Table 4-7. Block sizes up to 2048 bytes can

be used, and it might appear that the largest possible block size would

minimize the overhead. However, it should be remembered that on the

average an additional one-half block must be transmitted at the end of

the message because of the fixed block size. Hence there is an optimum

block size of 512 bytes which can be seen in Table 4-8.

4
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Table 4-8

Minimization of Transport Level Overhead

Transport Block Size (bytes) 256 512 1024 2048

Header bytes in 500,000 bits 741 368 184 92

One-half block (bytes) 128 256 512 1024

Total overhead (bytes) 869 624 696 1116

This block size will be used for subsequent calculations. On the

average, therefore, 368 additional header bytes will have to be

transmitted for transport level protocol, which will take 3 extra

packets at 128 bytes per packet. This will require an extra 351 msec of

transmission time over the local circuit, so an additional 0.35 sec must

be added to transmission time.

4.1.3.4.3 Final Block

As shown in Table 4-8, for a 512-byte transport block, an average

of 256 extra bytes will have to be transmitted at the end of the

message. This will take an extra two packets, which requires 234 msec.

Therefore 0.23 sec must be added to the total transmission time.

4.1.3.5 Session Overhead

The Session Level is defined by S.62. The only overhead involved

at the Session Level is the requirement to set up the session. To do

this, the source sends a Command Session Start (CSS) which is

acknowledged by a Respond Session Start Positive (RSSP). The format of

a typical CSS is shown in Table 4-9. The data follows the sequence

Parameter Indicator (PI), Length Indicator (LI), and Parameter Value

(PV). Multiple parameters can be grouped under Parameter Group

Indicator (PGI), followed by the LI for the data in the group. The

a' 4-29
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8 7 6 5 4 3 2. 1 Order of Transmission

0l 0 0 0 1 1i 1 PI CSS

2 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 LI 86

0 1 PGI Session Reference

4 0 1 0 01 0 0 0 LI 68

5 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 PI Called Terminal Identifier

6 0 0 0 111 0 0 0 LI 24

7-30.,Called Terminal No. *PV

31 0i 0 1 l0 1 0 PI Calling Terminal Identifier

32 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 LI 24

33-56 Calling Terminal No. PV

58 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 LI 14

59-72,Date & Time PV

73 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 j0 PI Service Identifier

74 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 LI. 1

75 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 Py Group 4 Facsimile

76 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 PGI Fax Capabilities

77 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 LI 9

78 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 PI Page Format

79 0 0 0 0 0, 0 1 LI 1

80 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 PV A4 Extended, Vert.

81 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 -PI Image Coding

. 82 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 LI 1

83 0:0 0 0 0 0 1 PV Wrap-Around

84 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 PI Resolution

85 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 LI 1

86 00 0 0 0 PV 240 Pels/inch

Table 4-9

COMMAND SESSION START (CSS) FORMAT
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format for the RSSP is similar. Each requires about 86 bytes, depending

on the amount of non-standard parameters to be established, which added

t the 10 bytes for packet overhead requires a total of 96 bytes. This

-requires 80 msec to transmit over a local link, and 14 msec over the

network links. Therefore, the time required to initiate the session may

-. be calculated as:

msec

Local Transmission of packets 4x80 msec 320

Network Transmission of packets 8x14 msec 112

Local propagation delay 4xl msec 4

Network propagation delay 8x10 msec 80

Processing delay llxlO msec 110

Queues 8x40 msec 320

946 msec.

Thus, 0.95 seconds must be added for Session overhead.

At the Session Level, there is also a Document protocol. The

transmission of a document is preceded by a Command Document Start

(CDS). This format is shown in Table 4-10. Since it does not require

an acknowledgement, the time required to propagate to the sink and back

is of no consequence. In fact, CDS may be followed in the same packet

by the facsimile data itself. Therefore the only delay is the time

required to transmit 5 bytes over the local link, which is only 4 msec,

which can be neglected.

4.1.3.6 Presentation and Application Overhead

The exact nature of the overhead at these levels has not yet been

defined. It appears that it will add very little to the overall
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Table 4-10

COMMAND DOCUMENT START (CDS) FORMAT

8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 Order of Transmission

1 0 0 1 p11I t PI CDS

2 0 0 0 0 1 1 LI 3

3 0 0 10 0 0 0 0 1 PI Document Reference No.

4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 LI 1

5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 i PV Document Reference No.

6

Facsimile Data I
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transmission time, and will therefore be neglected.

4.1.3.7 Summary of Baseline Throughput

Table 4-11 summarizes the calculations made for the PSDN

throughput. The total transmission time, 80.10 sec, is 54% more than

the minimum transmission time of 52.08 sec. The dominant factor in the

overhead is the halt time required because of the control of the window

over transmission rate, thereby avoiding network congestion.

..
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Table 4-11

Baseline Throughput Calculation Summary

Packet Switching Data Network

Seconds

Basic FAX Transmission 52.08

Link Overhead

Header 2.45

Stuffing Bits .92

Source Error Retrans. 1.40V
Sink Error Retrans. .50

Set-up .02

Network Overhead

Header 1.63

Window 17.60

Link Error Retrans.

Set-up .63

Final ACK .73

Transport Overhead

Set-up .61

Header .35

Final Block .23

Session Overhead

Set-up .95

Total Transmission Time 80.10
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4.1.4 Sensitivity of Throughput to Baseline Assumptions

In order to determine the sensitivity of the results presented in

Section 4.1.3 to the assumptions used in the baseline system, a selected

set of baseline parameters were varied one at a time and the throughput

calculated. The following sections discuss the variations used and the

results obtained.

4.1.4.1 Network Loading

In addition to the baseline loading of 0.8, network loadings of 0,

0.5, 0.9, and 0.95 were used. The network loading, /o, affects the

length of the transmission queues that form at each node. These queues

delay the delivery of packets and acknowledgements. The primary effect

is that the window halts transmissions from the source at high loadings.

This is expected, since the window is the network's method of fairly

allocating resources during congested periods by reducing the degree to

which any user can load the network. In addition, procedures that

require round-trip propagation, such as the set-up of Network,

Transport, and Session protocols, also require a longer time when

traffic is heavy.

Table 4-12 summarizes the throughput calculations for various

network loadings. It can be seen that network loading has very little

effect up through p = 0.5, and that throughput becomes prohibitively

poor ato = .95. Therefore the network accepts FAX messages as fast as

the Group 4 equipment can generate them during light loading, but

severely restricts throughput during very heavy loading, which is as it

should be. From this point of view the choice of a window of 6 appears

to be appropriate.

4
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• -Table 4-12

Throughput Calculation Summary

Packet Switching Data Network

Network Loading 0/ .5 .8 .9 .95

Basic FAX Transmission 52.08 52.08 52.08 52.08 52.08

Link Overhead

N Header 2.45 2.45 2.45 2.45 2.45

Stuffing Bits .92 .92 .92 .92 .92

Source Error Retrans. 1.40 1.40 1.40 1.40 1.40

Sink Error Retrans. .50 .50 .50 .50 .50

Set-up .02 .02 .02 .02 .02

Network Overhead

Header 1.63 1.63 1.63 1.63 1.63

Window Halts 0 .10 17.60 53.30 125.18

Link Error Retrans. - - - - -

Set-up .31 .39 .63 1.03 1.83

Final ACK .41 .49 .73 1.13 1.93

Transport Overhead

Set-up .29 .37 .61 1.01 1.81

Header .35 .35 .35 .35 .35

Final Block .23 .23 .23 .23 .23

Session Overhead

Set-up .63 .71 .95 1.35 2.15

Total Transmission Time 61.22 61.64 80.10 117.40 192.48

% Overhead 17.5 18.4 53.9 125 269
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Figure 4-5 shows graphically the effect of network loading on Group

4 throughput.

4.1.4.2 Number of Nodes

In addition to 5 network nodes, 1, 2, 3, 8, and 10 were used.

Table 4-13 summarizes the throughput calculations for the various

numbers of nodes. For the larger number of nodes the delay in

transmitting the packets becomes large, which affects the delay due

window halts, and to some extent the time required to set up Network,

Transport, and Session protocols. For 1, 2, or 3 nodes there is very

little effect on throughput, primarily because the window causes very

few halts.

Figure 4-6 shows graphically the effect of the number of network

nodes on Group 4 throughput,

4.1.4.3 Number of Satellite Links

The baseline system used all terrestrial links, with an assumed

*. propagation delay of 10 milliseconds. If satellite links are used

between network nodes the propagation delay will increase to about 250

milliseconds per link. In addition to the baseline system having no

S satellite links, throughput was calculated for 1 and 4 of the 4 links

being satellite links. Table 4-14 summarizes the calculations of

throughput for 0, 1, and all 4 links using satellites. Even one

satellite link decreases throughput by a large amount, primarily due to

- window halts. Having all satellite links leads to unacceptable

throughput rates.

Figure 4-7 shows the effect of using satellite links on Group 4
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Table 4-13

Throughput Calculation Summary

Packet Switching Data Network

Number of Nodes 1 2 3 5 8 10

Basic FAX Transmission 52.08 52.08 52.08 .52.08 52.08 52.08

Link Overhead

Header 2.45 2.45 2.45 2.45 2.45 2.45

Stuffing Bits .92 .92 .92 .92 .92 .92

Source Error Retrans. 1.40 1.40 1.40 1.40 1.40 1.40

Sink Error Retrans. .50 .50 .50 .50 .50 .50

Set-up .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02

Network Overhead

Header 1.63 1.63 1.63 1.63 1.63 1.63

Window Halts - - 1.08 17.60 60.08 72.37

Link Error Retrans. - - -

Set-up .10 .23 .41 .63 1.05 1.27

Final ACK .15 .29 .44 .73 1.15 1.44

Transport Overhead

Set-up .10 .23 .35 .61 .98 1.24

Header .35 .35 .35 .35 .35 .35

Final Block .23 .23 .23 .23 .23 .23

- Session Overhead

Set-up .35 .50 .65 .95 1.39 1.69

Total Transmission Time 60.28 60.83 62.51 80.10 124.23 137.59

%Overhead 15.7 16.8 20.00 53.8 138.5 164.2
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Table 4-14

Throughput Calculation Summary

Packet Switching Data Network

Number of Satellite Links 0 1 4

Basic FAX Transmission 52.08 52.08 52.08

Link Overhead

Header 2.45 2.45 2.45

Stuffing Bits .92 .92 .92

Source Error Retrans. 1.40 1.40 1.40

Sink Error Retrans. .50 .50 .50

Set-up .02 .02 .02

Network Overhead

Header 1.63 1.63 1.63

Window Halts 17.60 52.32. 168.22

,. Link Error Retrans. - - -

Set-up .63 1.11 2.55

Final ACK .73 1.21 2.65

Transport Overhead

Set-up .61 1.09 2.53

Header .35 .35 .35

Final Block .23 .23 .23

Session Overhead

Set-up .95 1.43 2.87

Total Transmission Time 80.10 116.74 238.40

% Overhead 3.8 124.2 357.8
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Figure 4-7

Number of Satellite Links vs. PSDN Throughput
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throughput.

* 4.1.4.4 Network Window

* A network window of 6 was used for the baseline calculation, which

gave reasonable results for the other conditions of the baseline system.

* In addition, network windows of 4, 5, 8, and 10 were used for

calculating throughput. Table 4-15 summarizes these calculations. Only

the window halt time is affected by the network window. Throughput

decreases for smaller windows and increases somewhat for larger windows.

Of course increasing the window would dramatically increase throughput

in those cases that increase round-trip delay, such as high network

loading, large number of nodes, and satellite links.

Figure 4-8 shows the effect of the network window on Group 4

throughput.

4.1.4.5 Packet Size

The baseline system used a packet size of 128 bytes, which is what

TELENET currently uses. It might be expected that using a larger packet

would improve throughput because of the reduced header overhead at the

Network level, and the fact that a given window size allows for more

*data to be outstanding thereby reducing halts. Calculations were also

• "made for packet sizes of 256 and 512 bytes, and are summarized in Table

4-16. While there is some improvement in Link and Network header

overhead, and in window halts, this is to some extent offset by

increases in error retransmission overhead, since each detected error

requires a much longer retransmission. Also the set-up overhead of

- Network, Transport, and Session protocols is greater because a larger
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Table 4-15

Throughput Calculation Summary

Packet Switching Data Network

Network Window 4 5 6 8 10

Basic FAX Transmission 52.08 52.08 52.08 52.08 52.08

Link Overhead

Header 2.45 2.45 2.45 2.45 2.45

Stuffing Bits .92 .92 .92 .92 .92

Source Error Retrans. 1.40 1.40 1.40 1.40 1.40

Sink Error Retrans. .50 .50 .50 .50 .50

Set-up .02 .02 .02 .02 .02

Network Overhead

Header 1.63 1.63 1.63 1.63 1.63

Window Halts 49.39 29.83 17.60 4.16 .14

Link Error Retrans. . .. .

Set-up .63 .63 .63 .63 .63

Final ACK .73 .73 .73 .73 .73

Transport Overhead

Set-up .61 .61 .61 .61 .61

Header .35 .35 .35 .35 .35

Final Block .23 .23 .23 .23 .23N! Session Overhead

Set-up .95 .95 .95 .95 .95

Total Transmission Time 111.89 92.33 80.10 66.66 62.64

% Overhead 114.8 77.3 53.S 28.0 20.3
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Table 4-16

Throughput Zalculation Summary

Packet Switching Data Network

Packet Size (bytes) 128 256 512

Basic FAX Transmission 52.08 52.08 52.08

Link Overhead

Header 2.45 1.22 .61

Stuffing Bits .92 .86 .85

Source Error Retrans. 1.40 2.48 4.86

Sink Error Retrans. .50 .93 1.82

Set-up .02 .02 .02

Network Overhead

Header 1.63 .81 .41

Window Halts 17.60 11.47 8.17

Link Error Retrans. - .11 .22

Set-up .63 .93 1.53

Final ACK .73 1.22 2.18

Transport Overhead

Set-up .61 .91 1.50

Header .35 .35 .35

Final Block .23 .23 .23

Session Overhead

Set-up .95 1.25 1.84

Total Transmission Time 80.10 74.87 76.67

% Overhead 53.8 43.8 47.2
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*" packet is used to carry a small amount of information. The net result

is that increasing packet size does not dramatically improve throughput.

As can be seen in Figure 4-9, going from 256 to 512 bytes actually

decreases throughput. It is concluded that packet size is not a

sensitive factor in determining Group 4 throughput.

4.1.4.6 Error Rates

The baseline system assumed that the BER on each local link was

I0-5, and on each network link was 1 60 Both types of errors were

* increased by an order of magnitude and decreased by an order of

magnitude in order to establish the sensitivity of the assumed error

"" rate.

The results are shown in Table 4-17. Only the times required for

Source Error Retransmission and Link Error Retransmission change with

error rate. The delay due to Link Error Retransmission is negligable

except for a BER of 10- 5 . The primay effect of these errors is to cause

an increase in the window halt time for those packets that had to be

retransmitted due to errors. It was assumed that packets that were

retransmitted by nodes due to errors have a higher priority than normal

packets, and therfore do not have to experience the queue delay.

The results of the error sensitivity analysis are shown in Figure

4-10. Decreasing the error rates by an order of magnitude does nct

increase throughput significantly, while increasing the error rate by a

.* factor of 10 does have a significant impact.
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Table 4-17

Throughput Calculation Summary

Packet Switching Data Network

Local Link 10- 6 10- 5  10- 4

Raw Error Rate Network Link 10- 7  10- 6  10- 5

Basic FAX Transmission 52.08 52.08 52.08

Link Overhead

Header 2.45 2.45 2.45

Stuffing Bits .92 .92 .92

Source Error Retrans. .14 1.40 17.55

Sink Error Retrans. .50 .50

Set-up .02 .02 .02

5' Network Overhead

5' Header 1.63 1.63 1.63

Window Halt 17.60 17.60 17.60

Link Error Retrans. 5.39

Set-up .63 .63 .63

Final ACK .73 .73 .73

Transport Overhead

Set-up .61 .61 .61

Header .35 .35 .35

Final Block .23 .23 .23

Session Overhead

Set-up .95 .95 .95

Total Transmission Time 78.34 80.10 101.64

% Overhead 50.4 53.8 95.2
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4.1.4.7 Length of FAX Page

-The baseline system used a compressed FAX message of 500,000 bits.

In addition, message lengths of 300,000, 400,000, 600,000, and 700,000

bits were used. Increasing the length of the message also increases

most of the overhead proportionately, except for the set-up and

tear-down of the protocols. The summary of the throughput calculations

* is shown in Table 4-18. Notice that the percent overhead decreases

slightly as the message length increases, owing to the reduced

proportion of the fixed set-up overhead. The results are summarized in

Figure 4-11.
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- Table 4-18

Throughput Calculation Summary

Packet Switching Data Network

Bits in FAX Image 300k 400k 500k 600k 700k

Basic FAX Transmission 31.25 41.67 52.08 62.50 72.92

Link Overhead

Header 1.47 1.96 2.45 2.93 3.4.2

Stuffing Bits .55 .73 .92 1.10 1.28

Source Error Retrans. .83 1.17 1.40 1.64 1.99

Sink Error Retrans. .50 .50 .50 .50 .50

Set-up .02 .02 .02 .02 .02

Network Overhead

Header .98 1.30 1.63 1.95 2.28

Window Halts 10.55 14.08 17.60 21.10 24.62

Link Error Retrans. - - - -

Set-up .63 .63 .63 .63 .63

Final ACK .73 .73 .73 .73 .73

Transport Overhead

Set-up .61 .61 .61 .61 .61

Header .20 .35 .35 .47 .47

Final Block .23 .23 .23 .23 .23

Session Overhead

Set-up .95 .95 .95 .95 .95

Total Transmission Time 49.50 64.93 80.10 95.36 110.65

% Overhead 58.4 55.8 53.8 52.6 51.7
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4.2 Circuit Switched Data Network (CSDN)

4.2.1 Methodology

Again a baseline system is assumed, and the time required to

transmit a single page is calculated. In addition, variations of

certain parameters are used, one at a time, to show the sensitivity of

throughput to the assumptions made.

4.2.2 Assumptions

In the CSDN, the user obtains a high-speed data circuit directly

from source to sink. The parameters of the AT&T Circuit Switched

Digital Capability (CSDC) will be used. This includes duplex

transmission at a rate of 56,000 bits per second, with a bit error rate
of 10-6. Duplex operation over the local link is obtained by

accumulating 3 msec bursts and transmitting at a rate above 112,000 bits

per second. The result is that a 2 msec delay is incurred for

end-to-end transmission. When the circuit is first set up, it operates

in a voice mode. To convert to data mode takes approximately 3.3 sec.

The other assumptions used for PSDN are also used here, except that

Network Loading and Window are not applicable to CSDN, and the

processing delay is only applicable to thr terminals. Figure 4-12 shows

the CSDN to be analyzed.

4.2.3 Baseline Throughput Calculations

The time required to transmit the FAX image of 500,000 bits at

56,000 bits per second is 8.93 seconds. The overhead for each level of

protocol willbe calculated in the following sections.
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4.2.3.1 Physical/Modem Overhead

There is no overhead at this level that contributes to message

throughput.

4.2.3.2 Link Overhead

The link protocol is used as in PSDN, except that it is the

terminals that exchange information. Again there are 18 stuffing bits

per packet, and 489 data packets, which requires 489xl8=0.16 sec. to

transmit. The header is 6 bytes, which will take 6x8x489.4 sec. to

transmit.

The overall end-to-end error rate is 10-6. This means that the

probability of packet error is 0.001122, and that about

0.001122 x 489= 0.5 packets can be expected to be received in error.

The round trip delay, after a packet is transmitted until an ACK is

received can be calculated as:

Local link propagation delay 4xl msec 4

Network link propagation delay 8x10 msec 80

Sink procesing time 10

ACK transmission time 1

Total 95 msec

During this time, 4.75 packets of 20 msec duration have been

" transmitted. In addition, the error packet and the one following were

" transmitted and must be retransmitted. Therefore 6.75 packets must be

retransmitted for each packet that is in error, and an average of 3.5

packets must be retransmitted per page, which will take 70 msec, or 0.07
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seconds.

The link is set up by transmitting a supervisory messaqe of 6 bytes

- which takes only 2 msec at each end. To this must be added the two-way

* delay, 94 msec, which gives 98 msec, or 0.10 sec to set up the link.

To change the link from voice to data transmission, a 3.3 sec delay

is incurred, which is added overhead.

4.2.3.3 Network Overhead

The functions that the Network Protocol provide are not required

for CSDN, but the protocol must be set up to follow the layered

structure of protocols shown in Figure 3-3. Setting up the Network

protocol requires the two-way transmission of a 25- byte message.

Transmission at each end requires 5 msec, so the total time to set-up

the protocol is 104 msec, or 0.10 sec. In addition, the Network

protocol must be torn down after the transmission. This requires the

return of the final ACK, which will take about the round trip delay, or

an additional 0.10 seconds.

The Network header is reduced to only two bytes for use with the

CSDN. See S.70, Figure I/S/70 and paragraph 3.3.3.2. Therefore

2x489 = 978 bytes must be transmitted during a page, which takes 143

msec, or 0.14 sec.

4.2.3.4 Transport Overhead

The Transport Level is defined by S.70 as with the PSDN. The

Set-up is accomplished by a 10-byte message each way. This takes only 3

msec at each end, plus the round-trip delay of 94 msec, or 100 msec.
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Therefore set-up takes 0.10 sec.

Again, a 512-byte transport block minimizes the transport overhead.

This requires 368 header bytes, which takes 53 msec, or 0.05 sec to

transmit. The final half-block has 256 bytes, which takes 37 msec to

transmit, or 0.04 sec.

4.2.3.5 Session Overhead

The Session Level is defined by S.62. The Session is started by

2-9 transmitting both ways a 96-byte message, which takes 15 msec in each

direction. Added to the 94 msec two-way delay gives a total of 124

msec, or 0.12 sec.

4.2.3.6 Presentation and Application Overhead

As with PSDN, it does not apppear that there well be significant

overhead from these protocol levels.

4.2.3.7 Summary of CSDN Baseline Throughput

Table 4-19 summarizes the calculations made for the CSDN

throughput. The total transmission time, 13.63 seconds, is much shorter

than the 80.10 seconds for PSDN. The total overhead is 52.6 %, the

. largest part of which is the time required to change from vo4ce to data

transmission. For multi-page transmission, this overhead would be

divided amon, the number of pages in the transmission, so its effect

would be greatly reduced.

-.
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Table 4-19

Throughput Calculation Summary

'A Circuit Switching Data Network

Baseline System

Basic FAX Transmission 8.93

Link Overhead

Header .42

Stuffing Bits .16

Error Retrans. .07

Convert to Data Mode 3.30

Set-up .10

Network Overhead

Header .14

Set-up .10

Final ACK .10

Transport Overhead

Set-up .10

Header .05

Final Block .04

Session Overhead

Set-up .12

* . Total Transmission Time 13.63

% Overhead 52.6
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4.2.4 Sensitivity of Throughput to Baseline Assumptions

In order to determine the sensitivity of the results presented *in

Section 4.2.3 to the assumptions used in the baseline system, a selected

set of baseline parameters were varied one at a time and the throughput

calculated. The following sections discuss the variations used and the

results obtained.

4.2.4.1 Number of Nodes

In addition to 5 network nodes, 1, 2, 3, 8 and 10 nodes were used.

-Table 4-20 summarizes the throughput calculations for various numbers of

nodes. The primary effect is to vary the round-trip time and therefore

to vary the set-up times. As seen in Figure 4-13, the throughput does

not vary greatly with the number o- nodes in the CSDN.

4.2.4.2 Number of Satellite Links

If some of the links use satellite transmission, the propagation

delay increases from 10 to 250 msec. This has a similar effect to

*increasing the number of nodes, but it has a greater magnitude, as seen

in Table 4-21, which summarizes the throughput calculations. Using all

satellite links prohibitively increases transmission time, as shown in

* Figure 4-14, although the throughput is still much better than the PSDN.

4.2.4.3 Packet Size

Increasing the packet size from 128 bytes to 256 or 512 bytes gives

the results shown in Table 4-22. In this case, the increased packet

size definitely reduces the overhead, because the increase in the time
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Table 4-20

Throughput Calculation Summary

Circuit Switching Data Network

Number of Nodes 1 2 3 5 8 10

Basic FAX Transmission 8.93 8.93 8.93 8.93 8.93 8.93

Link Overhead

Header .42 .42 .42 .42 .42 .42

Stuffing Bits .16 .16 .16 .16 .16 .16

Error Retrans. .03 .04 .05 .07 .10 .12

Convert to Data Mode 3.30 3.30 3.30 3.30 3.30 3.30

Set-up .02 .04 .06 .10 .16 .20

Network Overhead

Header .14 .14 .14 .14 .14 .14

Set-up .02 .04 .06 .10 .16 .20

Final ACK .02 .04 .06 .10 .16 .20

Transport Overhead

Set-up .02 .04 .06 .10 .16 .20

Header .05 .05 .05 .05 .05 .05

Final Block .04 .04 .04 .04 .04 .04

Session Overhead

Set-up .04 .06 .08 .12 .18 .22

Total Transmission Time 13.19 13.30 13.41 13.63 13.96 14.18

* % Overhead 47.7 48.9 50.2 52.6 56.3 58.8
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Table 4-21

Throughput Calculation Summary

Circuit Switching Data Network

Number of Satellite Links 0 1 4

Basic FAX Transmission 8.93 8.93 8.93

Link Overhead

Header .42 .42 .42

Stuffing Bits .16 .16 .16

Error Retrans. .07 .31 1.03

Convert to Data Mode 3.30 3.30 3.30

* Set-up .10 .58 2.02

Network Overhead

Header .14 .14 .14

Set-up .10 .58 2.02

Final ACK .10 .58 2.02

Transport Overhead

Set-up .10 .58 2.02

' Header .05 .05 .05

Final Block .04 .04 .04

Session Overhead

- Set-up .12 .60 2.04

. Total Transmission Time 13.63 16.27 24.19

% Overhead 52.6 82.2 170.9
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Figure 4-14
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Table 4-22

Throughput Calculation Summary

Circuit Switching Data Network

Bytes per Packet 128 256 512

Basic FAX Transmission 8.93 8.93 8.93

Link Overhead

Header .42 .21 .11

Stuffing Bits .16 .08 .04

Error Retrans. .07 .09 .13

Convert to Data Mode 3.30 3.30 3.30

Set-up .10 .10 .10

Network Overhead

Header .14 .07 .04

Set-up .10 .10 .10

Final ACK .10 .10 .10

Transport Overhead

Set-up .10 .10 .10

Header .05 .05 .05

Final Block .04 .04 .04

Session Overhead

Set-up .12 .12 .12

Total Transmission Time 13.63 13.29 13.16

% Overhead 52.6 48.8 47.4
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required to retransmit packets is not great at 56,000 bits/sec. The

results are shown graphiclly in Figure 4-15.

4.2.4.4 Error Rate

The baseline end-to-end error rate was assumed to be i-6. Using

10-5 and 10-7 BER gives the results shown in Table 4-23. The error rate

affects only the time required to retransmit error packets. The

throughput does not appear to be very sensitive to error rate, as shown

in Figure 4-16.

4.2.4.5 Length of FAX Page

.1 Table 4-24 shows the calculations for various length transmissions,

S from 300,000 bits to 700,000 bits per FAX page. Notice that the percent

overhead does not vary greatly. The results are shown graphically in

Figure 4-17.
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Figure 4-15

Packet Size vs. CSDN Throughput
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Table 4-23

Throughput Calculation Summary

Circuit Switching Data Network

End-to-end Error Rate lg- 5  10-6 i0- 7

Basic FAX Transmission 8.93 8.93 8.93

Link Overhead

Header .42 .42 .42

Stuffing Bits .16 .16 .16

Error Retrans. .80 .07 .01

Convert to Data Mode 3.30 3.30 3.30

Set-up .10 .10 .10

Network Overhead

Header .14 .14 .14

Set-up .10 .10 .10

Final ACK .10 .10 .10

Transport Overhead

Set-up .10 .10 .10

Header .05 .05 .05

Final Block .04 .04 .04

Session Overhead

Set-up .12 .12 .12

Total Transmission Time 14.16 13.63 13.57

% Overhead 58.6 52.6 52.0
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Table 4-24

Throughput Calculation Summary

Circuit Switching Data Network

Length of FAX Page Kbits 300 400 500 600 700

Basic FAX Transmission 5.36 7.14 8.93 10.71 12.50

Link Overhead

Header .25 .34 .42 .50 .59

Stuffing Bits .09 .13 .16 .19 .22

Error Retrans. .04 .06 .07 .09 .10

Convert to Data Mode 3.30 3.30 3.30 3.30 3.30

Set-up .10 .10 .10 .10 .10

.Network Overhead

Header .08 .11 .14 .17 .20i

Set-up .10 .10 .10 .10 .10

.. Final ACK .10 .10 .10 .10 .10

Transport Overhead

- Set-up .10 .10 .10 .10 .10

Header .03 .04 .05 .06 .07

Final Block .04 .04 .04 .04 .04

Session Overhead

.S. Set-up .12 .12 .12 .12 .12

Total Transmission Time 9.71 11.68 13.63 15.58 17.54

% Overhead 81.2 63.6 52.6 45.5 40.3
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4.3 Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN)

4.3.1 Methodology
. g

The methodology for the PSTN is exactly the same as for the CSDN.

* The time required to transmit a single page is calculated for a baseline

system. Certain parameters are vaied from the baseline values to

determine the sensitivity of throughput to the assumptions.

4.3.2 Assumptions

In the PSTN, the user obtains a normal telephone circuit by dialing

the destination. Then operation is exactly as for the CSDN, except that

the data rate is lower and the error rate is higher. A data rate of

"* 9600 bits per second will be used here because it appears feasible, and

because it is consistent with the 9600 bits/sec. used in the PSDN

analysis. In the PSDN analysis a baseline value of 10- 5 was used for

the BER on the 9600 bits/sec circuit. But this was for a relatively

short local link betwen the user and the nearest node, without any

intervening nodes. Here, because of the longer link lengths, and

because of the multiple nodes, an end-to-end BER of 10-4 will be

assumed. For a network with fewer nodes, appropriate changes in the BER

will be used. Figure 4-18 shows the baseline network used for PSTN.

For the PSTN, there is no requirement for switching from voice to

A. data modes.

4.3.3 Baseline Throughput Calculations

The time required to transmit the FAX image of 500,000 bits at 9600

bits per second is 52.08 seconds. The overhead for each level of
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protocol will be calculated in the following sections.

4.3.3.1 Physical/Modem Overhead

Again there is no overhead at this level that contributes to

message throughput.

4.3.3.2 Link Overhead

The link protocol is used as in CSDN. There are 18 stuffing bits

per packet, and 489 packets, which requires 489x8 92 sec to

transmit.

The end-to-end error rate is ig-4. The probability of having no

errors in a packet that is 1,122 bits long is:

(g.9999)1122"0.894

Therefore the probability of one or more errors in a packet is

-2 1-0.894-0.106. The expected number of packet errors in the original

transmission of 489 packets is about 52 packets. However, with this

high an error rate, the fact that retransmitted packets can also be in

error must be considered. As with CSDN, the two-way delay is 94 msec to

which must be added the time to send a 6-byte ACK at 9600 bits/sec which

is 5 msec, for a total delay of 99 msec before the transmitter realizes

that an error has occured. This is 9-=0.85 of the time required to

transmit a data packet at 9600 bits/sec. Since the error packet and the

one following it also had to be transmitted, 2.85 packets must be

retransmitted for each packet received in error. Therefore a minimum of

52x2.85-148 packets must be retransmitted. But these retransmitted

packets can also have errors. Iterative calculations show that a total

of 700 packets must be transmitted to get 489 error-free packets. Of
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the 706 packets transmitted, 700xg.106-74 will be in error, which then

requires 74x2.85-211 packets to be retransmitted. The 211 retransmitted

packets plus the 489 original data packets equals the 700 total packets

transmitted. The total time required for retransmitting packets is

211xg.117-24.69 seconds.

The link header is 6 bytes, which takes 6x8x489

9 -=2.45 sec. to

4' transmit. The link is set up by transmitting a supervisory message of 6

bytes, which takes 5 msec at each end, or 10 msec. To this is added the

*. two-way delay of 94 msec, for a total of 104 msec. Therefore the link

*. set-up takes 0.10 sec.

4.3.3.3 Network Overhead

As for the CSDN, the functions of the Network Protocol are not

required for the PSTN, but it must be used for generality. Set-up

-requires a 25-byte two-way transmission, which requires 21 msec each

way, or a 42 msec, plus the two-way delay of 94 msec, for a total of 136

msec, or 0.14 sec. In addition, the protocol is torn down by the return

of the final ACK, which is 10 bytes and takes 8 msec to transmit in

addition to the 94 msec round-trip, or a total of 102 msec, or 0.10 sec.

The network header is only 2 bytes per packet which takes 0.82 sec. to

-" transmit.

4.3.3.4 Transport Overhead

The Transport Level is setup by the two-way transmission of a

20-byte message, which takes .17 msec each way or 34 msec. Added to the

*two-way delay of 94 msec, gives 128 msec, or 0.13 sec.

As with CSDN, there will be about 122 Transport Blocks, requiring
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368 header bytes. These will take about 0.35 sec to transmit. The

final half block of 256 bytes will take 0.23 sec to transmit.

4.3.3.5 Session Overhead

The Session is started by a 96-byte message, which takes 80 msec to

transmit each way, or 160 msec. Adding this to the two-way delay, 94

msec, gives a total time of 254 msec, or 0.25 sec to set up the Session

Level protocol.

4.3.3.6 Presentation and Application Overhead

As with PSDN, it does not appear that there will be significant

overhead from these protocol levels.

*4 4.3.3.7 Summary of PSTN Baseline Throughput

Table 4-25 summarizes the calculations made for the PSTN

throughput. The total transmission time is 82.26 seconds, which is only

slightly more than the 80.10 seconds for PSDN, but is much larger than

the 13.73 seconds for CSDN. The dominant factor in limiting the

throughput is the requirement for retransmitting packets because of

errors.

4.3.4 Sensitivity of Throughput to Baseline Assumptions

In order to determine the sensitivity of the results presented in

Section 4.3.3 to the assumptions used in the baseline system, a selected

set of baseline parameters were varied one at a time and the throughput

5q, calculated. The following sections discuss the variations used and the

results obtained.
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Table 4-25

"' Throughput Calculation Summary

Public Switched Telephone Network

Baseline

Basic FAX Transmission 52.08

Link Overhead

Header 2.45

Stuffing Bits .92

Error Retrans. 24.69

Set-up .10

Network Overhead

Header .82

Set-up .14

Final ACK .10

Transport Overhead

Set-up .13
.4.

V Header .35

Final Block .23

Session Overhead

Set-up .25

Total Transmission Time 82.26

% Overhead 57 9

54-77
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4.3.4.1 Number of Nodes

'U In varying the number of nodes, there are two main effects. The
"S

first is that the round-trip delay time varies, by 20 msec per node,

which affects set-up and tear-down times. In addition, the number of

nodes will probably affect the end-to-end BER. The end-to-end BER has

been partitioned into local (user to node) links and network (node to

node) links. The local link BER is assumed to be l - 5 , which is

consistent with the assumption used for the PSDN. The network link BER

is assumed to be 2xlO - 5. For the 5-node baseline system there are two

local links and four network links, which means that the end-to-end BER

is Ix10-5 , or i0-4 , which is the value assumed for the PSTN baseline.

Table 4-26 summarizes the calculations for various number of nodes.

Note the large effect of error retransmissions on throughput. This is

because for a large number of nodes the end-to-end BER becomes large,

and at the same time the longer round-trip delay means that for each

error more packets must be retransmitted.

' The throughput results are summarized in Figure 4-19, which shows

very low throughput for a large number of nodes.

4.3.4.2 Number of Satellite Links

Table 4-27 summarizes the calculations for 0 or 1 satellite link,

which increases the link propagation time from 10 to 250 msec. The use

of two or more satellite links resulted in a situation that prevented

any throughput, owing to the large number of packets that must be

retransmitted for each error. As shown in Table 4-27, even one

4-78
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Table 4-26

Throughput Calculation Summary

Public Switched Telephone Network

* Number of Nodes 1 2 3 5 8 10

$ Basic FAX Transmission 52.08 52.08 52.08 52.08 52.08 52.08

Link Overhead

Header 2.45 2.45 2.45 2.45 2.45 2.45

Stuffing Bits .92 .92 .92 .92 .92 .92

Error Retrans. 2.81 6.55 11.11 24.69 70.32 166.14

Set-up .02 .04 .06 .10 .16 .20

Network Overhead

Header .82 .82 .82 .82 .82 .82

Set-up .06 .08 .10 .14 .20 .24

Final ACK .02 .04 .06 .10 .16 .20

Transport Overhead

Set-up .05 .07 .09 .13 .19 .21

Header .35 .35 .35 .35 .35 .35

Final Block .23 .23 .23 .23 .23 .23

Session Overhead

Set-up .17 .19 .21 .25 .31 .35

Total Transmission Time 59.98 63.82 68.48 82.26 128.19 224.19

% Overhead 15.2 22.5 31.5 57.9 146.1 330.5
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I !Figure 4-19
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Table 4-27

Throughput Calculation Summary

Public Switched Telephone Network

No. of Satellite links 0 1

Basic FAX Transmission 52.08 52.08

Link Overhead

Header 2.45 2.45

Stuffing Bits .92 .92

Error Retrans. 24.69 159.94

Set-up .10 .58

Network Overhead

Header .82 .82

Set-up .14 .62

Final ACK .10 .58

Transport Overhead

Set-up .13 .61

Header .35 .35

4Final Block .23 .23

Session Overhead

Set-up .25 .73

Total Transmission Time 82.26 219.91

% Overhead 57.9 322.3
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satellite link greatly increases the transmission time due to error

retransmissions. The total throughput is shown in Figure 4-20..,

4.3.4.3 Packet Size

Increasing the packet size from 128 bytes to 256 or 512 bytes gives

the results shown in Table 4-28. The error retransmission dominates,

and becomes worse as the packet size becomes larger, because more data
"b "B must be retransmitted for each error. In the CSDN data rates were high,

but here the retransmission takes a long time because of the slower data

rate. In fact, throughput may be improved with a smaller data packet.

The throughput results are shown in Figure 4-21.

4.3.4.4 Error Rate

The throughput was calculated for end-to-end error rates of 10- 5

2x10- 4, and 3x10- 4 , in addition to the baseline value of 10- 4 . Error

rates slightly above 3x10 - 4 resulted in no throughput. The calculations

are shown in Table 4-29. Only the error retransmissions are affected,

with very large times at 2xl - 4 BER and above. Therefore throughput, as

shown in Figure 4-22, is very sensitive to error rate.

4.3.4.5 Length of FAX Page

Table 4-30 summarizes the throughput calculations for various FAX

message lengths. Notice that the percentage overhead is only slightly

smaller for the longest page than the smallest page. Therefore it is

concluded that the results are not sensitive to page length in bits.

The throughput results are shown in Figure 4-23.
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Figure 4-20
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W4* Table 4-28

Throughput Calculation Summary

Public Switched Telephone Network
1 .'-.

Packet Size (bytes) 128 256 512

Basic FAX Transmission 52.08 52.08 52.08

Link Overhead

Header 2.45 1.22 .61

Stuffing Bits .92 .86 .85

Error Retrans. 24.69 49.50 178.13

Set-up .10 .10 .10

Network Overhead

Header .82 .40 .20

Set-up .14 .14 .14

Final ACK .10 .10 .10

Transport Overhead

Set-up .13 .13 .13

Header .35 .35 .35

Final Block .23 .23 .23

Session Overhead

Set-up .25 .25 .25

Total Transmission Time 82.26 105.36 233.17

% Overhead 57.9 102.3 347.7
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Figure 4-21 F

Packet Size vs PSTN Throughput
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Table 4-29

Throughput Calculation Summary

Public Switched Telephone Network

End-to-End Error Rate 10- 5  i0- 4  2x10 -4  3xl0 - 4

Basic FAX Transmission 52.08 52.08 52.08 52.08

Link Overhead

Header 2.45 2.45 2.45 2.45

L . Stuffing Bits .92 .92 .92 .92

Error Retrans. 1.87 24.69 77.10 252.72

Set-up .10 .10 .10 .10

Network Overhead

Header .82 .82 .82 .82

Set-up .14 .14 .14 .14

Final ACK .10 .10 .10 .10

Transport Overhead

Set-up .13 .13 .23 .13

.4 Header .35 .35 .35 .35

Final Block .23 .23 .23 .23

Session Overhead

Set-up .25 .25 .25 .25

Total Transmission Time 59.44 82.26 134.67 310.29

% Overhead 14.1 57.9 158.6 495.8
*4-8.
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Figure 4-22

Error Rate vs. PSTN Throughput
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Table 4-30

Throughput Calculation Summary

Public Switched Telephone Network

Length of FAX Page (Kbits) 300K 400K 500K 600K 700K

Basic FAX Transmission 31.25 41.67 52.08 62.50 72.92

Link Overhead

Header 1.47 1.96 2.45 2.93 3.42

Stuffing Bits .55 .73 .92 1.10 1.28

Error Retrans. 14.79 19.74 24.69 29.58 34.53

Set-up .10 .10 .10 .10 .10

S°.Network Overhead

Header .49 .65 .82 .98 1.14

Set-up .14 .14 .14 .14 .14

inal ACK .10 .10 .10 .10 .10

Transport Overhead

Set-up .13 .13 .13 .13 .13

Header .23 .27 .35 .40 .47

Final Block .23 .23 .23 .23 .23

Session Overhead

Set-up .25 .25 .25 .25 .25

Total Transmission Time 49.73 65.97 82.26 98.44 114.71

% Overhead 59.1 58.3 57.9 57.5 57.3
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SFigure 4-23
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5.0 Summary and Conclusions

The throughput of Group 4 facsimile transmission has been

.. analyzed for three types of communication networks: Packet

Switching Data Network (PSDN), Circuit Switched Data Network

(CSDN), and Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN). Throughput

. was measured by the amount of time required to send a single

facsimile page of 500,000 encoded bits.

The results are summarized in Table 5-1 for the baseline

assumptions used for each network. The CSDN has a much higher

throughput than the PSDN and the PSTN, primarily because it

operates at a data rate of 56,000 bits per second, as opposed to

9600 bits per second for the other two. However, the overhead, as

a percent of the basic facsimile transmission time, is in the

range of 50 to 60% in each case.

4, For each network, there is a different factor that dominates the

* -[overhead. For PSDN, this factor is the halts that are forced in

transmission as a result of the network window. This factor alone
.J.

accounts for 63% of the total overhead. The window halts can

be greatly reduced by reducing network loading by other customers,

increasing the window, or by transmitting over only a few nodes.

Increasing the window for all facsimile customers could lead to

severe network congestion.

For CSDN, the conversion from voice to data mode is the

dominating factor, using 70% of the total overhead. This time is

requ'ired only once for a transmission,, so a multi-page transmission

would reduce the importance of this factor.

5-1
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Table 5-1
THROUGHPUT CALCULATION SUMMARY

Network PSDN CSDN PSTN

Basic FAX Transmission 52.08 8.93 52.08

Link Overhead

Header 2.45 2.45 2.45

Stuffing Bits .92 .16 .92

Source Error Retrans. 1.40 .07 24.69

Sink Error Retrans. .50 .50 .50
4".4

Convert to Data Mode - 3.30 -

Set-up .02 .10 .10

Network Overhead

-' Header 1.63 .14 .82

Window 17.60 - -

*5% Link Error Retrans. - - -

Set-up .63 .10 .14

Final ACK .73 .10 .10

Transport Overhead

Set-up .61 .10 .13

Header .35 .05 .35

Final block .23 .04 .23

Session Overhead

Set-up .95 .12 .25

Total Transmission Time 80.10 13.63 82.26

. 1 Overhead 52.8 52.6 57.9

5-2
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For PSTN, packet retransmission due to transmission errors

is the dominating factor, using 82% of the total overhead.

This overhead can be reduced by lowering the error rate, or by

using fewer nodes, which reduces the end-to-end BER and at the

same time reduces the number of packets that must be retransmitted

for each error.

The baseline systems used no satellite links. When some

of the network links are converted to satellite links the

throughput decreases drastically, particularly the PSTN, which

cannot support more than one satellite link.

Increasing the number of bytes in a data packet from the

baseline value of 128 to 256 and 512 has little effect for PSDN,

improves throughput for CSDN, and decreases throughput for

PSTN. The difference between CSDN and PSTN is due to the

differences in data rates and error rates.

-5-
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J .

The CCITT,

considering

Ca) that Recommendation T.2 refers to Group 1 type
apparatus for ISO A4 document transmission over a
telephone-type circuit in approximately six minutes;

(b) that Recommendation T.3 refers to Group 2 type
* apparatus for ISO A4 document transmission over a

telephone-type circuit in approximately three minutes;

(c) that Recommendation T4 refers to Group 3 type

apparatus for ISO A4 document transmission over a
aC. telephone-type circuit in approximately one minute;

Sd) that there is a demand for Group 4 apparatus which
-Cd) incorporates means for reducing the transmission time

and assures essentially error-free reception of the
documents;

(e) that Telematic terminals including Group 4 facsimile
apparatus are to be standardized, taking into account
for the commonality among these terminals;

(f) that there is a demand for mixed-mode of operation
where both facsimile- coded information and
character-coded information can be treated within a

a... page by the same apparatus;
'

(unanimously) declares the view

that Group 4 facsimile apparatus as defined in
Recommendation T.0 should be designed and operated according
to the following standard.
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2
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1. General

Group 4 facsimile apparatus is usea mainly on _ublic
data networks (PDR) including circuit-switched, packet
switched, and the integrated services digitl network
(ISDN). The apparatus may be also used on the public
switched telephone network (PSTN) where an appropriate
modulation process will be utilized.

i. 4 Group 4 facsimile apparatus can transmit and
reproduce image coded information essentially without
transmission errors.

l.'I3* Group 4 facsimile apparatus has the means for
reducing the redundant information in facsimile signals.
1.4a The basic image type of the Group 4 facsimile

apparatus is black and white.

Other image types, e.g. grey scale image or colour image are
for further study.

lX. 111 There are three classes of Group 4 facsimile
terminals:

- Class 1. - Minimum requirement is a terminal able to
send and receive documents containing facsimile encoded
information (in accordance with Recommendation T.b ]and
S.a) EX].

- Class 2. - Minimum requirement is a terminal able to
transmit documents which are facsimile encoded (in
accordance with Recommendations T.b and S.a). Inhj addition, the terminal must be capable of receiving
documents which are facsimile coded (in accordance with
Recommendations T.b and S.a), Teletex coded (in
accordance with the basic coded character reper:toire as
defined in Recommendation S.61t3iand also mixed-mode
documents (in accordance with Recommendation S.a - when
defined).

- Class 3. - Minimab% ge4 Ak requirement A which is
capable of generating, transmitting and receiving
facsimile coded documents (in accordance :itn
Recommendations T.b and S.a), Teletex cooed documents
(in accordance with the basic coded caaracte: as

.Z
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defined in Recommencation S..61) and mixeo mode
documents (in accordance with Recommendation S.a - when
definea). Note !

2. Scope of Recommendations concerning Group 4 facsimile
apparatus

2. This Recommendation defines the requirements for Group
4 facsimile apparatus.

'-.-- The rules to be followed in the Group 4 facsimile
service are defined in Recommendation(s) F .......

2,3 The Group 4 facsimile coding scheme and facsimile
control functions are defined in Recommendation T.b. .

2A All Group 4 facsimile apparatus bine communicaterwith
unique procedures that are described as follows:a

- a. the interface to the physical network is defined in
this Recommendation; Note 2

b. the transport end-to-end control procedure is defined
in Recommendation S.70 [4];

c. Group 4 facsimile control procedures are defined in
Recommendations S.62k35 and S.4L.Note 3

Notel1-NW. the above definitions are extracted from Study
Group I where "terminal" is used instead of "apparatus".

Note-DMNoe : Recommendation S.71 may be applicable for PSTN
operation.

NotePRecommendations S.62 and S.70 are used in Group 4
* facsimile, Teletex and mixed-mode bPv:-L'Ij .

A-4
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2.5

The framework of recommenuations for rou 4 n-'.>i. ie
anparatus nentionea above is siiown in Annex A.

3. General characteristics of the apparatus

3.1 Basic characteristics
3.1.1 The Grouo 4 facsi..iie ao aratus_, Ovi.es the ,, ans

for direct iocument transmission from an.! subscriber to any
other subscri:ber.

--. d3.1.2 All apparatus participating in the intern--tional
Group 4 facsimile service has to be comoatioie with anotner
at toe basic level uefined in this Recomnmen,-a t ion.
Additional operational functions may be invoked.

3. 1. 3 -Me r a of ' w- c.~u-4'e. rc $ cetrC JA SC r- C 6

* S 4- ' Detailed arrangements on a
national level are left to tne Administrations concerned, as

-. it is recognizea tnat national imp ementation of thie Group 4
facsimile service on various types of network may involve
national operation at .ifferent data throughout rates.

3.1.4 The page is the basis for facsimile message formatting
and transmission. r "" Both A4 and North
A.m.erican paper formats are taken into account.

3.1.5 Facsimile coding schemes are applied in order to
reduce the redundant information in S% facsimile signals.

3.1.6 The apparatus must nave tne abilitlv to reoroduce
-" facsirile messages. Tne content, layout and format of

facsimile messages must be identicai at tae transmitting an-
receiving apparatw&r.

3.1.7 The reprocuiiile area is defined wit. in wn icn
facsimile messages are assured to oe r _rouucec. (See 3.2 6)

3.,.8 The Gro'.o 4Afcs;.- .a aoaratus .st pr.-vide *en-
for fully automatic operation. eto-ce, t t - t ,y - t*Vt 4 0.

3.1.9 ALl classes of Group 4 facsimiie apparatus s I-,. I
. incorporate the functions defined as Dasic for thie Group 4

facsimile service in Section 3.2 belod. I. audition,
optional functions can be incor )orated. In this
Recommendation, the optional functions are i v:lei nt
-Z:ITTP% standaroized options anc. national'y ancicr r.vate y

A-5
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specified options.

3.2 Basic functions

3.2.1 Group 4 facsimile apparatus shall be capable of
handling:

a. the basic end-to-end control procedures as defined in
Recommendation S.62;

b. the presentation control procedures as defined in
Recommendation S.a

c. the basic facsimile coding scneme defined in
Recommendation T.b;

d. the control functions associated 4w. the basic
facsimile coding scheme defined in Recommendation T.b;

3.2.2 All classes of Group 4 apparatus shall have the
following provisions for facsimile messages:

a. provisions for scanning the documents to be
transmitted (see paragraph 3.2.5)

b. provision& for receiving and presenting hard or soft
copies of the documents

3.2.2.1 In addition Group 4 Class 2 apparatus shall have
provision for receiving and displaying basic Teletex and
mixed-mode documents.

3.2.2.2 In addition to the requirements for Group 4 Class 2
apparatus, Class 3 apparatus shall have provisions for
generating and transmitting basic Teletex and mixed-mode
documents.
3.2.3 Basic page formatting functions are as follows:

a. vertical page orientation;

b. page size of _-rn_--. ,I ISO A4 "_ hfAWinA coo-;

c. reproducible area/printable area - to be defined
taking into account A4 and North American paper
formats and ISO 3535;

3.2.4 Terminal Identification

a aqi wEach Group 4 facsimile
apparatu8 is equipfd"with-a unique identification. Details

4. .of the identification are given to Recommendation F ........

A- 6
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3.2.5 Scanning

The message area should oe scanned in the
same direction in the transmitter and receiver. Viewing the
message area in a vertical plane, the picture elements shall
be processed as if tne scanning direction were from left to
right with subsequent scans adjacent to and below the
previous scan.

3.2.6 Page sizes and reproducible area

3.2.5.1 Soraetimes -3nper iength ,,,., e spec Lfivr-,

because the paper en- is detected by paper scanning.

1 , ,Reproducible area satisfies tthe requirement uefined in
Recommendation F

'i.7 A" IA",-4,l IVlrneVem = ,
.1/ ~~94 ist. "X' I Ih8,V.* p '* /4'~ e' 4 AS

V."

A-&*- Horintal& Verdeal

.. 200 x 200 ppi + 1% s4dtd., -,,l.Jd el

300 x 300 ppi d11 -" a.2 gti, :

4OOx 400ppi + % 1 e, -,, oJ,?, el.3

- * Center line referencing will be used for paper positioning.
Each page will be positioned on the scanner so that the center

" line is in registration with the (number of pels/line)/2-4eak

#%iSet to ee: an equal number of pels on the left and right side
of the page to fit the paper format

*"' __-- , , MM e ,,,. ,, ,r A ,,' t%#O-., . " '- ~

CL' K. 6.
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7he raster point in the upper left corner of an 14 page Is used
as a referance for portrait mode character printing. This
raster point, termed the (1,1) Raster Reference Point, is used
as a starting point for determining € *'t e -

-'." ./ 
4v a. •

TABLE1 -" The number of polo and the wcan line lengt h for

ISO A4 North American ISO0B4 ISO A3

Number of
picture element (

2lng 200 1728 1728 2048 2432

line00 2 23 3641
400 3456 3456 4096 4864

2 Scan line length(mm) (A) 219.46 219.46 260.10 308.86

Paper width (mm) (B] 210 215.9 250 297

[A] - (B] 9.46 3.56 10.10 11.86

'.."AM r,,e$, 9p4,0-2-8,, '[
Ac j$ 0 0 4 1,6 1', .0 1 , , .4 i-vi '4 7 ,7 4 ,4 0 0 .1 -S -v W 4 6"

,%4,

orke z/r r. ,, j 4, a, v, tfix.o."o74.

44a. ^-o A~ A Av4^cr& e-4
ReSolution Pals 8 1/2=t1 A4 - laed margins -Address -rC41 I Lsat.

Pe Lne Line A 5 (1,I) Ref(ppi) Line (pels) (pels) (pels) (peLs) toiat I -'e- ( I J

1, 4LA 1724 1700 1634- I af " (14, 3 7l

31Xfr300-- 2592 -'2l , , 71) I
400X400 %456 3400 3308 28 74 (75,1)

A-8
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Note Administrations may aetermine which class wita options
is to be used for their national service.
Standardization work has to continue with the goal of
achieving a uniform standard.

Note&For a period of four years, Group 4 Class 1 apparatus
may be manufactured utilizing Group 3 scanner/printer

%X%

4w lc o e 4*W:. 1 S VAC4.Zt Is.

aj- f.l, ';4.4D.J. 44AINM2SIEM a~J~

3.2.8 Facsimile coding schemes

3.2.8.1 in order to reduce the redundant information in
facsimile signals, the basic Jcsimile coding scheme is
defined in Recommendation T.b.__ is coding scheme is used
assuming that transmission errors are corrected by control
procedures in lower levels.

3.2.8.2 On an optional basis an apparatus can use other

CCITT standardized coding schemes defined in Recommendation
T.b.

3.3 CCITT-standardized optional functions

3.3.1 The possibility of using optional functions can be
negotiated A i --a&L_-w- during a handsoaking procedure
in the end-to-end control procedure (See Recommendation
S.62).

3.3.2 The optional functions are invoked by presentation
control procedures (See Recommendation S.a).

3.3.3 As the service develops, additions and changes to the

. CCITT-standardized optional functions listed below may be
needed.

a. optional coding schemes defined in Recommendation T.b;

b. control functions associated with optional coding
schemes;

A-I
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c. grey scale images;

d. colour images;

e. resolution conversion algorithms * gnd*-A_ A'4 %.rs

3.3.4 Optional page formatting functions are as follows:

a. page sizes of ISO B4 and ISO A3; _&G--

b. other page formats are for further study.

--. *3.4 Optional functions for national standardization or
private use

The CCITT standardization includes the necessary rules
and means for indication of, or escape into, functions
specified nationally or for private use (see Recommendations
S.62 and S.a).

3.5 Default conditions

In the absence of specific indication, the receiving
apparatus shall assume the following conditions;

a. communication (as specified in Recommendation S.62):

% - one way (calling apparatus N transmitting 4kt
facsimile message);

- normal document;

b. coding scheme;

- basic facsimile coding scheme

c. image type:

- black and white two-level image

d. presentation

- page size of ISO A4 £ a'._fl _ ... .

- resolution of 200 pels per 25.4 mm in both
horizontal and vertical directions

- number of picture elements along scan line of
1728 pels per 219.46 mm

- vertical page orientation

A-12
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4. message handling in mixed-mode of operation

4.1

In mixed-mode of operation facsimile-coded information
and character-code information can be treated within a page.

A. Facsimile information is coded and treated by facsimile
coding schemes and control functions as defined in
Recommendation T.b.

4.3 Character information is coded and treated by character
repertoire and control functions as defined in

S, Recommendation S.61.

A Mixed-mode of operation requires document structure and
its presentation control procedures are defined in
Recommendation S.a.

5. Communications

5.1 Terminal identification

Each Group 4 facsimile apparatus is equipped with a
-..,unique identification. Details of the identification are

given in Recommendation F..

5.2 Storage

.: The minimum storage requirements for Group 4 Class 2
and Class 3 apparatus a to be defined.

&AC,"
*5,3 Call Identification

The control procedures include the exchange of
reference information prior to sending any document.
Details of the Call Identification Line are covered in
Recommendation FLCO vi~o1.'I& 4Mke ce,11 ide L

4 Cma^ Igpu. C~

6. Network-related requirements

9.

G.1 Networks

The Group 4 facsimile transportAcan be provided 4'  a
circuit-switched data network (CSDN), a packet-switched data
network (PSDN), a public switched teiepnone network (PSrN),
or an integrated services digital network (ISDN). in ali
types of network the Group 4 facsimile apparatus wili

A-13
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"4. fun:tional anc, proc - azisect of ta*e interface:

d.:ith externai. oc-" - .meenanical and electrical

c.'iaracteristics oi the irterL.ACe: Recommendation X.21

C. oit rates : . er classes of service 4 to 7 in
.Reconenation X. ...

ILAP6 /.74.R tO]
6.3 Packet-switcieC.A *ata network

a. functional and procedufal aspects of the interface:
Reconmenciation X.25, levels 1, 2, 3;

b. cuplex transmission;

c. hit rates; user classes of service 8 to 11 in

u. numoer of logical channels at a time: onex or more,

6.4 Public switcheu telephone network

a. physical and electrical aspects o the interface:
- Recommendation V. 4V ,.141

b. functional ana procedural aspects of tne interface:
for further stuuy;

c. iink proceoure: Recommendation S.71 may !e applicable

d. bit rate: for further study .

6.5 Integrated services digital network (ISDN)

the operation of Group 4 facsimile apparatus on the
ISDN can oe acileved oy tiie impiementation of the relevant I
Series leco,-endations.

7. Indicators

'7.i

Indicators shoulxd inform users anout situations in
wnich negative effects on the 3raoe of service can be
expectea.

A-I 4
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7.2

The foiiowinq indicators are requirec:

a. apparatus unable to transmit (e.g. paper jain at
transmitting end);

b. apparatus unable or soon unable to receive (e.g. paper
jam or receiving memory nearly full)

c. operator assistance requirec;

d. message received in store.

8. Access to facsimile MHF

Users of Group 4 facsimile apparatus may wish to nave
access to the services offered by Message Handling
Facilities, this requires the ability to generate Control
Documents (See Recommendation S.62). The details are left
for further study.

I CCITT Draft Recommendation T.b Facsimile coding scheme
for the Group 4 facsimile service.

1. CCITT Recommendation.Presentation control procedures
for the telematic services, under study.

-p

5 CCITT Recommendation Character rez.ertoire an6 codea
character sets for the international Teletex Service,
Vol. VII, Fascicle VII. 2, Rec. S.61.

4 CCITT Recommendation Network - independent basic
transport service for Teletex, Vol. VII, Fascicle vII.
2, Rec. S.70.S.70

CCITT Recommendation Control procedures for Teletex
and Group 4 facsimile services, Vol. VII, Fascicle
VII. 2, Rec. S.62.

A-15
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,CCITrT Temporary Document

4. STUDY GROUP Vill
WORKING PARTIES VIII/2, 3 AND 4

Geneva,. 24 MY - 3 June 2983

SQuestion

SOURCE: SPECIAL RAPPORTEUR ON GROUP 4 FACSIMILE APPARATUS

TITLE: DRAFT RECOMMENDATION T.b (2ND ISSUE)

1

.1. Introduction

The Special Rapporteur's meeting on Group 4 facsimile apparatus was held
at the KDD builuing, Tokyo, during March 9 - 15, 1983. At the meeting, the
framework of Recomendations relevant to Group 4 facsimile were refined as
follows,

Rec. T.a : Apparatus for use in the Group 4 facsimile service
Rec. T.b : Facsimile coding schemes and coding control functions for

Group 4 facsimile apparatus
Rec. S.a : Presentation control procedure for the Telematic services

Rec. T.a newly drafted at the meeting is attached as Annex 1 to the Report
of the Special Rapporteur's meeting on Group 4 facsimile apparatus, Tokyo, 8 -
15 March 1983. And the requirements for presentation control procedure of G4
facsimile apparatus and information filed length indicator were summarized as
shown in the Temporary Document TD- of this meeting, May 24 - June 3 , 1983.

This document shows the Draft Rec. T.b amended at the Special Rapporteur's
meeting.

.B-
.4.

iB-'

.4.
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2. Draft Rec. T.b

Rec. T.b was decided to describe the facsimile coding schemes and the
. .relevant control functions. The contents of Rec. T.b are as follows,

1. General

1.1 Scope

1.2 Fundamental principles

1.3 Definitions

2. Facsimile coding schemes and coding control functions for black

and white images

2.1 General
2.2 Basic facsimile coding scheme

2.3 Optional facsimile coding schemes for black and white images
2.4 Facsimile coding control functions

3. Optional grey scale facsimile coding schemes and their coding
control functions

4. Optional colour facsimile coding schemes and their coding
control functions.

The amended draft Rec. T.b is attached as Annex I to this document.

3. Description of basic coding scheme in Rec. T.b.

The basic coding scheme of Group 4 facsimile apparatus is in principle

same as the two-dimentional coding scheme of Group 3 facsimile apparatus which
-! is specified in Rec. T.4. Therefore it was suggested at the meeting to seek

advice from the CCITT secretariat on the description of the coding scheme,

Complete description of coding scheme in Rec. T.b,
Reference to Rec. T.4 in Rec. T.b

In order to assist CCITT secretariat to decide which description is
suitable, the table of the difference between Group 3 two-dimensional coding
scheme and Group 4 basic coding scheme was prepared. This table is attached

to this document as Annex 2.

A-6
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'. -ANNEX 1

DRAFT RECOMMENDATION T.b (2nd issue)

FACSIMILE CODING SCHEMES AND CODING CONTROL FUNCTIONS
FOR GROUP 4 FACSIMILE APPARATUS

I. General

1.1 Scope
1.2 Fundamental principles
1.3 Definitions

2. Facsimile coding schemes and coding control functions for black and white
i. images

2.1 General
2.2 Basic facsimile coding scheme

2.3 Optional facsimile coding schemes for black and white images
'/ 2.4 Facsimile coding control functions

3. Optional grey scale facsimile coding schemes and their coding control
functions

4. Optional colour facsimile coding schemes and their coding control functions

d

B-2
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1. General

11 Scope

1.1.1 This Recommendation T.b defines the facsimile coding schemes, and
thier control functions to be used in the Group 4 facsimile.

1.1.2 This Recomendation should be read conjunction with the following

Recommendations:

T.a - Terminal equipment for use in the Group 4 facsimile service;

S.a - Presentation control procedures for the Telematic services

S.62 - Control procedures for Teletex and Group 4 facsimile
services;

S.70 - Network-independent basic transport service for Teletex;

* F... - Recome ndations relevant to Group 4 facsimile

In addition, in the case of Group 4 class 2/3 (Teletex or mixed mode

of operation), the following Recommendations should be also read:
S.60 - Terminal equipment for use in the Teletex service
S.61 - Character repertoire and coded character sets for the

international Teletex service

1.2 Fundamental principles

1.2.1 Facsimile coding schemes and coding control functions

(1) Facsimile coding schemes consist of the basic facsimile coding scheme

and optional facsimile coding schemes. They are defined in Section 2 and
Sections 3 and 4, repectively.

(2) Facsimile coding schemes are specified assuming that transmission
errors are corrected by control procedure on lower level.

(3) Basic facsimile coding scheme is the two-dimensional coding scheme
which is in principle same as the two-dimensional coding scheme of Group 3
facsimile specified in Recommendation T.4.

(4) Optional facsimile coding schemes are not only specified for black
a. and white images but also for grey scale images and colour images.
.o

(5) Facsimile coding control functions are used in facsimile user
information in order to change facsimile parameters or to invoke the end of
facsimile block. They are definded in Section 2.4...

A.

B-3
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2. Facsimile coding schemes and coding control functions for black and
white images

2.1 General

2.1.1 This Section specifies the facsimile coding schemes, and associated
control functions for black and white images.

2.1.2 Facsimile coding schemes consist of the basic facsimile coding scheme
and optional coding schemes.

2.1.3 The use of the optional facsimile coding schemes is subject to mutual
agreement between terminals and shall be initiated by the appropriate
procedural steps.

2.2 Basic facsimile coding scheme

2.2.1 Principle of coding scheme

This is a two-dimnensional line-by-line coding method in which the
position of each changing picture element on the current or coding line is
coding with respect position of a corresponding reference element situated on
either the coding line or the reference line which immediately above the
coding line. After the coding line has been coded, it becomes the reference
line for the next coding line. The reference line for the first coding line
in a page is an imaginary white line.

2.2.2 Defiition of changing picture elements (see Figure l/T.b)

A changing element is defined as an element whose "colour" (i.e.
black or white) is different from that of the previous element along the same
scan line.

a0 : The reference or starting changing element on the coding line. At
the start of the line a0 is set on an imaginary white changing
element situated just before the first element on the line. During
the coding of the coding line, the position of a0 is defined by

previous coding mode. (See 2.2.3)
a,: The next changing element to the right of ao on the coding line.
a2 : The next changing element to the right of al on the coding line.
bl: The first changing element on the reference line to the right of a0

and of opposite colour to a0.
b2 : The next changing element to the right of b1 on the reference line.

Referenc, line/

CodingI I I

FIGURE l/T.b - Changing picture element

- Annex 1-3 -
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2.2.3 Coding modes

One of the three coding modes are chosen according to the coding

procedure described in Section 2.2.4 to code the position of each changing

element along the coding line. Examples of the three coding modes ara given

in Figure 2/T.b, 3/T.b and 4/T.b.

a) Pass mode (see Fi=,-re 2/T.b)
This mode is identified when the position of b2 lies to the left
of al.

I I

Reeec fieW M I-M I I I
Coding fine

I a,

FIGURE 2/Tb - Pass mode

However, the state where b2 occurs just above al, as shown in
Figure 3/T.b is not considered as a pass mode.

~ I~'b, I

Coding line I/ /

FIGURE 3/T.b - An example not corresponding to a Pass mode

b) Vertical mode
When this mode is identified, the position of a1 is coded relative

to the position of b1 . The relative distance albl can take on one of
seven values V(O), VR(l), VR(2 ), VR(3), VL(l), VL(2) and VL(3),

each of which is represented by a separate code word. The subscripts R and L
indicate that a1 is to the right or left respectively of bl , and the
number in brackets indicates the value of the distance alb. (See Figure
4/T.b)

c) Horizontal mode
When this mode is identified, both the run-lengths a0a1 and

ala2 are coded using the code words H + M(aoal)+M(ala2). H is the

flag code word 001 taken from the two-dimensional code table (Table 2/T.b).
*. M(aOal) and M(ala2) are code words which represent the length and

"colour" of the runs aOal and ala2 respectively and are taken from the

appropriate white or black run-length code tables (Tables 2/T.b and 3/T.b).

e -Annex 1-4-
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Ventcal mods

aqAa

Sa, ai a, a2

I ccrrr.3lm

Horizontal mode

FIGURE 4/Tb - Vertical mode and Horizontal mode

" 2.2.4 Coding procedure

The coding procedure identifies the coding mode that is to be uesd to

code each changing element along the coding line. When one of the three
coding modes has been identified according to Step 1 or Step 2 mentioned
below, an appropriate code word is selected from the code table given in Table
l/T.b. The coding procedure is as :hown in the flow diagram of Figure 5/T.b.

Step 1
i) If a pass mode is identified, this is coded using the word 0001 (Table

l/T.b). After this processing, picture element &0 just under b2 is
regarded as the new starting picture element a0 for the next coding.
(see Tigure 2IT.b)

ii) If a pass mode is not detected, then proceed to step 2.

Note -- It does not affect compatibility to restrict the use of pass mode in
the encoder to a single pass mode. Variations of the algorithm which
do not affect compatibility should be the subject of further study.

Step 2
i) Determine the absolute value of the relative distance albl.

ii) If Ialb 1il 3, as shown in Table l/T.b, albl is coded by the
vertical mode, after which position a is regarded as the new starting
picture element a for the next coding.

iii) If lalbllI3, as shown in Table li/T.b, following horizontal mode code
001, aOal and ala2 are respectively coded by one-dimensional run

length coding.
Run lengths in the range of 0 to 63 pels are encoded with their
appropriate Terminating code word of Table 2/T.b. Note that there is a
different list of code words for black and white run lengths. Run
lengths in the range of 64 to 2623 pels are encoded first by the Make-up
code word representing the run length which is nearest, not longer, to
that required. This is then followed by the Terminating code word
representing the difference between the required run length and the run
length represented by the Make-up code. Run lengths in the range of
longer than or equal to 2624 pels are coded first by the Make-up code of
2560. If the remaining part of the run (after the first Make-up code of
2560) is 2560 pel or greater, additional Make-up code(s) of 2560 are

C.. issued until the remaining part of the run becomes less than 2560 pels.

Then the remaining part of the run is encoded by Terminating code or by
Make-up code plus Terminating code according to the range as mentioned
above.

.,

- Annex 1-5 -
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After this processing, position a2 is regarded as the new starting
picture element a0 for the next coding.

Note - Coding examples are referred to Section 4.2.5 in Recommendation T.4.

TABLE lI/T.b - Code Table

Mode Elements to be Coded Notation Code word

b*, b, P 0001I ._ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _

Horizontal a,al.aa, H 001 M#. &.) &I (2A:1

Venelml at just under b, abl - 0 V(O) I

,totheeight o(b ,b, - I j.t,, oil

alb,-2 " _ V_,(_ )  ( 000011

alb, - 3 VI() 0000011

,, to atohelefto(b, ab, - I VL() 010

alb,3 VL3) 000010

E,,. xension I0000001XXX

Note 1- Code M( ) of the horizontal mode represents the code words in Table
2/T.b and 3/T.b

V
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"I TABLE 2/T.b

Tenfuiamin1 codes

Whitt run kcngtn Code word Black run le.th j Code word

i"

0 00116101 0 NAwI w 10111
000111 1 ni

a UIII 2 I

3 10ow 3 10
l011 4 OIl

4 . 1100 5 0011
6 1110 6 Oo0
7 III 7 00011

3 11.1011 S 000101
9 10100) 9 00) 100

IO 00111 10 0000100
II 01000 II 0000101

12 001000 12 0000111
13 000011 13 00000100
14 110100 14 00000111

15 110101 15 000011000
16 101010 16 0000010111

17 I1011 17 0000011000

IS 0100111 Is 0000001000
I9 0001100 19 00001I00111

20 0001000 20 00001101000

* 21 0010111 21 00001101100

2-" 0000011 2.2 00000110111
23 0000100 U 00000101000

24 0101000 24 00000010111

" 0101011 25 00000011000

25 0010011 25 00001 1001010

. 0100100 27 000010010ff

Z3 001 000 2S 000011001100
2? 200000010 29 000011001101

30 00000011 -'0 00000110 100
31 00011010 31 000001 01001

32 00011011 32 000001I01010

33 00010010 13 000001101011
34 00010011 34 000011010010
35 00010100 35 000011010011
6 00010101 36 000 1010100

37 00010110 37 00001I010101

, 33 00010111 38 0000lIOlOII0

39 00101000 39 00001I010111
40 00101001 40 000001101100

41 00101010 41 00000101101

42 00101011 42 0000110tI010

4 00101100 43 0000lt0II011
44 00101101 .4 000001010100

45 00000100 45 00000101010l

46 00000101 46 0000010101l0

47 00001010 47 00000!01011I

4 00001011 43 000001100100
'9 01010010 49 000001100101

50 01010011 :0 000001010010

5I 01010100 SI 000001010011

52 01010101 52 000000100100

53 00100100 53 00000riOll

54 00100101 54 000000111000

55 01011000 55 000000100111
q56 01011001 56 000000101000

57 01011010 37 GC00101 1000

sI 0101 !0| I 58 00000101 1001

59 01001010 59 o00)0 001011

60 01001011 60 000000101 100
6! 00! I.10 6! nrlnif loin

62 00110011 62 000001 00110

* 63 00110100 63 000001100111

- Annex 1-7 -
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TABLE 31T.b -Make-up codes between 64 and 1728-,

While run cny I Cole word Flack run lcnvins ('%Pic .Aord

64 11011 6- O)hIt ll I l
123 10010 I-' (Mill IIIIi

192 010111 192 UWMnIll 0011OiI
256 0110111 256 VIN10IUIIIII I

'S 00110110 .320 UUIII(II IIWII I
314 00110111 384 04Xl00'II OI (X)
'44 01100100 "S OUNOwI 10111i
512 01100101 512 OOoxoI l01 I00
576 01 IOLo 576 0 10 I)I0 1
640 01100111 6,0 L01MK)04111001I 0U
7 704 011001100 704 IMwllj(IllII I
761 011001101 76 IX)I'ulI Olu OU
332 011010010 32 OIXXXXIooI 101
596 011010011 396 OINKIII I I IN)(HO
96, 011010100 960 11IlI00in
1024 011016101 1024 WWIJ'NI 110111

- .' 1033 011010110 1OSS lN" II11I0101
11I2 011010111 1152 OINNII 11010
1216 011011000 1216 INXIIIOI IIO II
S12S0 011011001 1230 1XIIIJUV INJIOO
1344 01 II 1010 1'"4 (JOOOIIII11IIIII I
140, 011011011 14011 1lflXhlaIllUlO
1472 010011000 1472 OUNtlfllIlOlOIUI
1536 010011001 1536 UXM00IIOI I"IU
1600 010011010 1600 OMUNIIIUI 0l
1664 01 100 !664 1 IX) 01 IIj ! vi
1723 010011011 1723 (=IXOOUOII(Ol

,

Make-up codes between 1792 and 2560

* un lenth
5. (black and wi) tke)-up coaes

1792 00000001000
1356 00000001100
1920 00000001101
1984 000000010010
2048 000000010011
2112 000000010100
2176 0000000o0 l0f

. 22140 000000010110
"'I. ~~2.30s 00004I

2368 0000000I1I00
5- 2432 00000001l101

2496 000000011110
2560 000000011111

%V.
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2.2.5 Processing the first and last picture element in a line

a) Processing the first picture element

The first starting picture element a on each coding line is
imaginarily set a position just before the first picture element, and is
regarded as a white picture element (see Section 2.2.2)
The first run length on a line a a is replaced by a a - 1. Therefore, if
the first actual run is black and is deemed to be coded by horizontal mode
coding, then the first code word H(a a ) corresponds to a imaginary white run
of zero length (see Figure lO/T.4 in Recomendation T.4 Example 5)

N- b) Processing the last picture element

The coding of the coding line continues until the position of the
imaginary changing element situated just after the last actual element has
been coded. This may be coded as a or a . Also, if b and /or b are not
detected at any time during the coding of the line, they are positioned on the
imaginary changing element situated just after the last actual picture element
on the reference line.

2.3 Optional facsimile coding schemes for black and white images

2.3.1 Uncompressed mc.e

Uncompressed mode is an optional coding scheme associated to basic
facsimile coding scheme and is used to transmit the image information without
data compression technique as shown in Table 4 /T.b.

Extension code in section 2.2.4 with the xxx bit set to 111 is used
as an entrance code from basic coding scheme in Section 2.2 to uncompressed
mode.

TABLE 4/T.b - Uncompressed mode code words

SEnrnce code mode Bacic coding scheme :00000011I
,...uncompreued mode o 1

Imoe ,a.re, Cide word

Uncompressed 01 01
mode code 001 001

0001 0001
00001 00001
00000 000001

0000001T
Exis from 0 00000001 T
uncompressed 00 000000001T
mode code 000 0000000001T

0000 00000000001T T

T denotes a tag bit which tells the colour of the next run (black-l, whitemO)

- Annex. 1-10 -
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2.4. Facsimile coding control functions

2.4.1 Control functions for basic facsimile coding scheme

2.4.1.1 End of facsimile block

The End of facsimile block code is added to the end of every coded

facsimile block. The format of EOFB is as follows:

Format: 000000000001000000000001

1 -24 bits -

2.4.1.2 Pad bits

Pad bits may be used after the End of facsimile block code if it is

necessary to align on octet boundaries or to a fixed block size. The format
used is as follows.

Format : Variable length string of Os.

2.4.1.3 Extension

Extension code is used to indicate the change from the current mode

to another mode, e.g., another coding scheme.

Format : O000001xxx

Where xxx - I1l indicates uncompressed mode which is specified in

Section 2.3.1.

Further study is needed to define other unspecified xxx bit

assignments and their use for any further extensions.

3. Optional grey scale facsimile coding schemes and their coding control

functions

For further study

4. Optional colour facsimile coding schemes and their coding control

functions

For further study

.. - Annex 1-11-
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Appendix C

Expected Number Of Stuffing Bits

A binary message of length L bits is assumed to be random. A sync

-. pattern of N consecutive l's must be avoided in the data stream.

Therefore, whenever N-1 consecutive l's are observed by the transmitter,

* a 0 is stuffed after them to avoid the possibility of false sync. In

order for a 0 bit to be stuffed at a given location, the previous N-I

-- bits must be ones, and the bit before that must be 0 or the N-I previous

bits must be 1 and the bit before that must be 0 or etc. Therefore the

-* probability of a stuffing bit at a given location is:

---- 1- 4

2 2-
., / / / 3

A.-, = -- L- + . - + J ..
,'.- A t -1 .' 3 oV-7 q n 3

2 2• :' / / + "I: +"

I/-. / /
:p . - ...

*2 c-1

., J. .. %*J.3.~~;



;"'-'"Therefore the expected number of bits stuffed, if L >N, is:

n L

V. For X.25, N=6, so:

".", P -_ _ _- -----
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Appendix D

Derivation of Expected Halt Time

The expected halt time, H, is given by:

H~c F (w)

where

/(t-w)p(t) dt
w

p(t) is the standardized normal density function:

p (t) (21T 1 / 2 exp(t (-

Now:

*F(w)i tp(t)dt - p p(t)dt
w w

0

-1/2 2x(-=(27t) tx(- )dt - wQ(w)
Vw/'

where Q(w) is the tabulated function: 00

Q(w)1l-P(w) =/ p(t)dt

Then using u 2 t2 we obtain:

F (w) (27T) exp ( )-WQ(w)=p(w)-wQ(w)
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